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FINITE AMPLITUDE DEEP WATER WAVES: A COMPARISON OF
THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL KINEMATICS AND DYNAMICS

I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Problem Statement

As offshore petrochemical exploration and production move into

deeper ocean waters, the need for representative deep water wave kine-

matics and dynamics becomes increasingly important to structural de-

signers. Numerous finite amplitude water wave theories have been de-

veloped to determine the various wave hydrodynamic characteristics.

However, experimental validation is required to select the most repre-

sentative theory. The intent of this study is to improve the acces-

sibility of some of the theories and to provide large scale experi-

mental data for comparison with theoretical results.

Three finite amplitude water wave theories are considered in this

study: Stokes' fifth and third order theories, and Dean's stream func-

tion theory. Implementation of the theories requires digital computa-

tion and a paucity of information regarding computer algorithm struc-

ture is presented in the technical literature. This study provides a

digital computational scheme for Stokes' theories, and utilizes tabu-

lated results for Dean's theory (Dean [1974]).

The reporting of experimental deep water wave data is also lacking

in the literature. The second phase of this study presents large scale

experimental data for comparison with the theories. The experiments

were conducted at the Oregon State University Wave Research Facility.

Scale effects at near breaking conditions were minimized by conducting
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the experiments at a large scale; e.g.; the channel is 348 feet long,

12 feet wide, and 15 feet deep with the capacity to generate breaking

waves up to five feet in height. The flap:type wave generator develops

controlled, periodic water waves which break at approximately seventy-

five percent of the theoretical breaking wave height. This is ac-

complished without converging the side walls or shoaling the bottom.

Several hydrodynamic parameters are measured above and below the

still water level. These parameters include: water surface elevations,

horizontal and vertical velocities and accelerations, pressure and

pressure gradients. A comparison of the measured and theoretical

values are made for various deep water conditions.

1.2 Previous Theoretical Work

Theoretical development of finite amplitude water wave theories

initiated with the work of Stokes [1847, 1880]. The study considered

waves of small, but finite, height propagating over still water of

finite depth. A significant contribution of the theory is that all

nonlinear terms in the ideal fluid equations of motion have been re-

tained up to second order. Boundary value problem equations are

perturbed yielding a large system of equations for the wave number

and component amplitudes. This series proved to be convergent for an

infinite depth case by Levi-Civita [1925], and for arbritary depth by

Struik [1926]. Stokes' theory has been extended to higher orders of

approximation by De [1954], Skjelbreia [1959] (third order), and

Skjelbreia and Hendrickson [1961] (fifth order), As previously men-

tioned, all theoretical approaches require the solution of a large

number of simultaneous hyperbolic equations. Skjelbreia [1959] and

Skjelbreia and Hendrickson [1962] tabulated solutions to third and
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fifth order theories. This greatly reduced the opportunity for errors

in the calculation of water wave kinematics and dynamics. Other

studies of Stokes' theory include: Coda and Abe [1968], developing

reflection coefficients using Stokes' third order theory; and

Tsuchiya and Yamaguchi [1972], recalculating the water wave celerity

to the fourth order using Stokes' second definition. The wave

celerity is defined equal to the uniform motion which must be added

to cause the average momentum over one wavelength to vanish. The

results of their findings were compared to previous theoretical works

and experimental results. Recently, Kleinschroth and Siegersetter

[1975] discuss a technique used to solve the wave number and order

coefficient for either Stokes' fifth, third, or first order theory.

The importance of this work is that it simplifies the procedure re-

quired to obtain the hydrodynamic characteristics. It is interesting

to note that this is the first public documentation of a Stokes' com-

putational scheme.

With the implementation of high speed digital computer systems,

it is possible to determine exact solutions to the free surface

boundary condition equations. These solutions are theoretically more

accurate than series approximated, analytical solutions. Different

versions of numerical theories have been developed and are represented

by: (1) the use of Stokes' theory as a basis of calculations,

Chapplear [1961], Mcnkmeyer and Kutebach [1965], and Lambrakos and

Brahnon [1974]; (2) the Pade approximation technique in determining

a numerical solution for a Stokes' type wave, Schwartz [1974]; and

(3) the familiar Dean's stream function theory, where the free sur-

face boundary condition error is minimi7.ed in a least squares sense,

Dean [1965, 1968, 19'10]. Later, Dean [1974] tabulated his results for
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forty different water wave conditions for all hydrodynamic parameters.

1.3 Previous Experimental Work

Experimental measurements of near breaking kinematic and dynamic

properties at any depth of water are limited. Most of the previous

work has been conducted at shallow water wave conditions, Goda [1964],

and extended to transitional water depths by LeMehaute, Divorky, and

Lin [1968]. Further work conducted by Iwagaki and Sakai [1970], and

Iwagaki, Sakai, and Kawashima [1972] increased the range of data in

shallow water while Tsuchiya and Yamaguchi [1972] compared their re-

sults to previous experimental work in transitional water depths.

Recently, Van Dorn and Pazan [1975] have analyzed deep water breaking

wave kinematics. The range of available experimental data appears

graphically in Figure 1.1.

In general, the results are limited to measurements of horizontal

velocity and, less frequently, vertical velocity. Comparison between

experimental studies are hindered by the variety of velocity trans-

ducers used in the experiments. Velocity instrumentation included:

neutrally buoyant particle tracers, hydrogen bubble tracers, doppler-

sonic current meters, and hot-film anemometers.

Goda [1972] presents the only known deep water wave dynamic

measurements. Results are limited to wall pressure measurements for

near breaking, standing waves. The range of wave characteristics is

indicated in Figure 1.1.
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II. THEORY

Introduction

6

A summary of Stokes' and Dean's stream function water wave theories

is presented in the following discussion. The first section defines

the boundary value problem and assumptions governing the problem solu-

tion. Section 2.2 and 2.3 discuss the computational scheme for Stokes'

and Dean's stream function theory. Stokes' third order solution and

linear wave theory are discussed as limiting cases to the general fifth

order solution.

2.1 Boundary Value Problem

All of the finite amplitude water wave theories are solutions to

similar boundary value problems. The two-dimensional coordinate sys-

tem common to all theories is shown in Figure 2.1. The ideal fluid

condition of incompressible, irrotational flow is assumed to be an

appropriate fluid description for wave motions. Water is only slightly

compressible, hence incompressibility is probably less restrictive than

the assumption of constant density. Under these conditions, conserva-

tion of mass yields the equation of continuity, which in two dimensions

is expressed as

u Dw
V q =

"a

+ = 0
ax Dz

(2.1.1)

where, u and w are the velocity components in the x and z direction.

If the fluid is incompressible and of constant density, then a-stream

function may be defiled and the flow field may be represented by the

scalar T, such that

(2.1.2.a)
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FIGURE 2.1 Definition Sketch



and
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(2.1.2.b)

Substituting T into Eq. (2.1.1) demonstrates that continuity is satis-

fied.

Irrotional flow is an appropriate description of flow which is

not substantially modified by viscous shear. Because of the oscil-

latory nature of waves, the boundary layer along the solid bottom is

not given an opportunity to develop and the flow field remains es-

sentially free of rotational influences. Thus, irrotationality is

not a severe limitation in the development of finite amplitude wave

theories. Irrotationality sets the vector curl of the velocity equal

to zero; that is,

Vxq= 0

where q is the velocity vector in the flow field, and "V" is the

gradient operator such that

a a
V =i + k

3x 3z

In a two-dimensional flow field, the curl may be written as

3w 3u
V x q = u = 0

az

(2.1.3)

(2.1.4)

If a flow field is irrotational, then a velocity potential may be

defined and the field is represented by the scalar (1), according to:

q = + Vcp (2.1.5)

If the minus sign is chosen to represent increasing velocity in the

direction of decreasing q) then

3(
U =

oX

9.z

(2.1.6.a)

(2.].6.b)



Substituting the velocity potential definition into Eq. (2.1.4) demon-

strates that (p identically satisfies irrotionality.

Combining the irrotational and incompressible flow conditions

generates Laplace's equation for both the stream function and the

velocity potential. Substitution of Eq. (2,1.2) into (2.1.4) yields

2 02T a2w
V T = = 0

Dx
2

Dz

while substitution of Eq. (2.1.6) into (2.1.1) yields

2 2
2 a 4) D 4)

0V (f) = +
2 2

ax 3z

9

(2.1.7)

(2.1.8)

throughout the flow field. Therefore, the governing differential equa-

tion for two-dimensional ideal flow is Laplace's equation, where scalar

representations of (I) or T simplify the two-vector components of velo-

city, u and w.

Solving the governing second order partial differential equation

requires various boundary conditions to quantify integration constants.

The first boundary condition is developed from an initial assumption

of a flat, impervious bottom requiring no flow through the bottom, or:

w = 0 at z = -h (2.1.9)

The second boundary condition, the kinematic free surface boundary

condition, requires that the free surface rise and fall at a rate equal

to the vertical velocity component. This requirement assures that the

free surface will remain continuous and is written

do an= + u-- = w at z = n(x,t)
dt Dt 9x

(2.1.10)

where n represents the free surface profile relative to the still water

level,



The third boundary condition, tie dynaltic free surface boundary

condition, recognizes than, irc the abs.ncle of surface tension, the

pressure at the free surface must be atmospheric. This condition is

substituted into the integrated Bernoulli equation; which, for ir-

rotational flow, is

P 1 2 2
z + --Fu 1 4

Pg 29.4
-, = B(t)

g at

where:

10

(2.1.11)

p = pressure field

p = water density

g = gravitational acceleration

B(t) = Bernoulli's constant

At the free surface, z = n, the pressure is atmospheric. Hence,

gage pressure is zero and the dynamic free surface boundary condition

becomes

1 r 2
2, 3. 4

+ 2g Lu + w j -g- a = B(t) (2.2.12)

The radiation condition recognizes that wave motion is periodic

in the x direction with spacial periodicity of wavelength L. This

observation restricts the form of acceptable solutions to Laplace's

equation.

The system is described by a homogeneous, second order, partial

differential equation. Because the flow field boundaries are parallel

to orthogonal coordinates, separation of variables techniques may be

used to solve the differential equation. Either analytical or numeri-

cal methods are employed to solve the differential equation as con-

strained by the boundary conditions.
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2.2 Stokes' and Linear Wave Theories

Stokes' fifth and third order water wave theories follow identical

theoretical developments. Each is a solution for waves of finite

height employing a trigonometric: expansion for the water surface pro-

file and velocity potential. The linear water wave theory developed

by Airy [1845] is extended to three or five terms in a power series

(Stokes [1880], De [1954]), enabling the determination of hydrodynamic

characteristics for waves of greater steepness; i.e., wave height/

wavelength. Nonlinear terms in the two free surface boundary con-

ditions and the Bernoulli equation are included. The subsequent

analysis follows the work conducted by Skjelbreia and Hendrickson

[1961] and Eagleson and Dean [1966].

2.2.1 Solution to the Boundary Value Problem

It is assumed that nonlinear wave forms travel without change of

shape with a constant wave celerity (C). It is then possible to con-

sider a uniform current -C superimposed on the wave system, thereby

effecting steady motion with respect to a stationary reference sys-

tem. The only assumption involved here is that the wave form travels

at a constant celerity without a change of form. Superposition of

the uniform current is merely a matter of convenience and does not in

any way limit the results obtained by such an approach.

The boundary value problem is modified by substituting C for

u, and setting all local derivatives equal to zero. Then the kinematic

free surface boundary condition, (K.F,S.B.C.), Eq. (2.1,10), becomes

Dn
K.F.S.B.C.: = at z = n(x)

Ox u C
(2.2,1.1)



Similarly, the dynamic free surface boundary condition ( D.F.S.B.C,),

Eq. (2.1.12), becomes

2 2 2

D.F.S.B.C.: (C - u) .+ w = C 2g[B + n(x)]

12

(2.2.1.2)

at z = n(x)

Simplifications for linear wave theory are imposed by neglecting

all nonlinear terms. Since fluid motion is affected only by pressure

gradients as shown in Eq. (2.1.11), B(t) is a constant throughout the

fluid in space. Consequently, B(t) may be set equal to zero without

affecting the velocity. It may be shown analytically that B(t) must

equal zero at the first order by requiring that n(x) integrate to

zero over one wavelength when evaluated in Eq. (2.2.1.1). The last

restriction defining the free surface boundary conditions for linear

wave theory is that the waves are considered small enough to satisfy

the boundary conditions at z = n(x) by evaluating functions of z at

z = 0. This may be expressed by

and

K.F.S.B.C.:
an

= w at z = 0

, 1g 34)
D.F.S.B.C.: n (x) = Dt at z = 0

(2.2.1.3)

(2.2.1.4)

A solution to the boundary value problem is determined analyti-

cally employing a perturbation procedure. Assuming the solution can

be represented in terms of a power series expansion of a small dimen-

sionless parameter, X (a function of H/L), the unknown variables (I), n,

B, u, and w shown in Eqs. 2.1.6.a, 2.1.6.b, 2.1.8, 2.2.1.1, and

2.2.1.2 take the form of

0)

f(x,z) = F Ajf,(x,z)
J = 1

(2.2.1.5)
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.where the j
th

term of the quantity represents the 3
th

order correction

to the (j 1)
th

order solution for that cruantity. The order of the

system is determined by the power of the order multiplier, X. Then

terms of the same order are equated in the boundary value problem to

obtain corrections to the linear wave theory solution. The solution

to the problem is obtained by finding a solution to Eq. (2.1.8) that

satisfies Eqs. (2.1.9), (2.2.1.1), and (2.2.1.2). The expression for

the wave profile is determined from the solutions to Eqs. (2.2.1.1)

and (2.2.1.2). The unknown constants appearing in the series are

evaluated using an iterative procedure by substitution into Eqs.

(2.2.1.1) and (2.2.1.2).

Carrying out the expansion procedure yields the unknown quantities

of the velocity potential and the water surface fluctuation as

and

order

4(x,z,t) = E K cosh[jK(z + h) ]
j =

sin[jK(x - Ct)]

1
order

n(x,t) = E cos[jK(x - Ct)]
K

j = 3

(2.2.1.6)

(2.2.1.7)

The solution to the fifth order expansion of the boundary value problem

generatestheunknowncoefficientsKI.and These coefficients are
3 3

functions of the nondimensional order multiplier A, f(H/L) and A..,
13

B.., and C.. The latter unknown constants are dimensionless quan-
lj 1

tities and functions of h/L (water depth/wavelength). To the fifth

order, the various coefficients are



with

and

K 271/1, (wave number)

2 4

K = XrA
11

+ A
13

+ A A
15

]

2 2

K2 =AA
2
+AA

24
]

3 2

K
3
=A[A

33
+XA1

35-

4
K = X
4 A44

K
5
= A A

55

K'
1

= A

2 2

K2 = A [B
22

+ A B
24

]

3 2

K3 = A [B
33

+ A B
35

]

4

K" = A B
4 44

5

K' = A B
5 55

r 2 4

B =
l
LA C

3
+ C

4
]

K

2 1 2 2 4

C =
K v
C,[1 + A C + X C2]

14

(2.2.1.8)

(2.2.1.9)

(2.2.1.10)

(2.2.1.11)

The solutions to the unknown constants, A. , B., and C. are quantified
lj lj

through an iteration technique outlined below.

The method, defined by Skjelbreia and Hendrickson [1961], is to

solve for the value of Ku/C and Kw/C from Eqs. (2.2.1.1) and (2.2_1.2)

and set these values equal to (K/C) (4/9x) and (K/C) (3 /3z), respec-

tively, at z = n, evaluated directly from Eqs. (2.2.1.6) and (2.2.1.7).

This procedure yields two equations containing the undetermined con-

stants (A.., B.., C.1. ), powers of cos[K(x C01, and powers of the
13 13

order multiplier, X. These equations are grouped according to powers
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of A and sub-grouped according to powers of cos[K(x Ct)]. Since the

equations must hold for all witiles of tlx,0,t), terms in each equation

involving the same order of approximation and cos[K(x - Ct)] are set

equal. This results in twenty equations with twenty constants of the

form A.., B.., and C., for fifth order theory. Third order theory
13 ip 1

develops nine equations and nine constants of the same form. Solutions

to the coefficients are listed in Appendix A. Two unknown variables,

K (wave number) and A (order multiplier), are the remaining quantities

to complete the solution. Discussion of the solution technique follows

later in this section.

Simplifications to the above equations result if a third or first

order water wave approximation is needed. All unnecessary higher order

coefficients (A.., B.., and C.) and order multipliers are dropped. For
13 I] 1

the case of third order water wave theory the following constants re-

main:

2

A
11

B
22 C0

A
13

B
33

C
1

A
22

C
3

A33

Linear wave theory retains only the coefficient A11, and Eqs.

(2.2.1.6) through (2.2.1.11) reduce to the following:

where

q5(X,Z,t) = K, COSh[K(g h)]

sin[K(x Ct)]

n(x,t) =
1

cos[K(x - Ct)]
K

K = XA =
HK

1 11 2 sinnKh

(2.2,1.12)

(2.2.1.13)

(2.2.1.14)



K' = X =
Hr

2

2 C0 g ,

Kn
,

C = tann
K K

16

(2.2.1.15)

(2.2.1.16)

Substituting Eqs. (2.2.1.14) and (2.2.1.16) into Eqs. (2.2.1.12) and

(2.2.1.13), respectively, yields the common linear theory equations

found in Eagleson and Dean [1966j or wiegel [1964].

The remaining discussion applies to the general fifth order

solution. One must note the above simplifications when dealing with

either Stokes' third order or linear wave theories.

Solutions for Kh and A are necessary to determine the aforemen-

tioned constants and hydrodynamic conditions. The known independent

parameters to any water wave problem are: wave height (H), water

depth (h), and wave period (T). The remaining parameter, wavelength

(L), may be determined by solving Eq. (2.2.1.11). This relationship

is tabulated for linear wave theory, Eq. (2.2.1.16), in Wiegel,

[1964]. The calculation for higher order Stokes' theory is complicated

by the unknown order multiplier, A. Skjelbreia and Hendrickson [1961]

develop a relationship between the unknown quantities using the

following as a basis.

H= n(0)I n(0)I0 = 0 = 'rr

(2.2.1.17)

where 0 = K(x Ct). By applying Eqs. (2.2.1.7) and (2.2.1.9) this may

also be expressed as

3 5
TrH 1 r

{A + A B33 +
A

[B35 + B55]} (2.2.1.18)

Employing Eq. (2.2.1.11) and the quantiy Co, found in Appendix A,

yields

2 4

L
{1 + Cl + X C21 tanhKhL (2.2.1.19)



where L
0
is the linear wave theory deep water wavelength;

q 2L T
0 2
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(2.2.1.20)

The coefficients in Eqs. (2.2.1.18) and (2.2.1.19) are functions

of Kh, and K is dependent upon A. Therefore, it is necessary to solve

the above equations simultaneously to quantify Kh, A and the unknown

coefficients (functions of Kh), for a particular wave condition. Once

these constants are evaluated, the hydrodynamic parameters may be cal-

culated. Kleinschroth and Siegersetter [1975] have developed a solu-

tion technique to determine Kh and A to any prescribed order. This

technique is outlined below.

2.2.2 Iteration Technique for Solving Definite Equations

The Newton-Raphson technique provides a rapid convergence scheme

to determine roots of transendental but monotonic functions. A re-

lationship is defined in Eqs. (2.2.1.18) and (2.2.1.19) where Kh and

A are unknown variables and H, h, and T represent known quantities.

This system can only be solved through an iterative procedure. To

expedite this procedure in dimensionless form, let

a = Kh and 8 = A (2.2.2.1)

Then Eqs. (2.2.1.18) and (2.2.1.19) become

and

[1] { + 83B33 + 85[B
35

+ B
a 55

2
2 4 4 h

a { 1 + S C1 + C2} tanh(a)
gT

(2.2.2.2)

(2.2.2.3)
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By transposing all terms to the left hand of the equal sign, Eqs.

(2.2.2.2) and (2.2.2.3) yield functional relationships for the unknown

roots a and B.

f
1
(a,8) = 0 and f

2
(a,8) = 0 (2.2.2.4)

The initial values for ao and 80 are chosen and the corrections, Aa =

al - ao and A8 = 81 - 80, are calculated by examining the derivatives

at ao, 80. Also, fl and f2 are linearized in the area of a0 and 80 so

that higher order derivative corrections are ignored. The system of

linear equations can be solved where the corrected values for the next

approximation are:

al = a
0

+ Da and 8
1
= a

0
+ A8 (2.2.2.5)

If the values a
1

and 8
I
converge within an acceptable range of the pre-

vious computation, the iteration scheme stops. The chain rule of par-

tial differentiation yields:

af

f(al'Y f(a0'130)
A8 (2.2.2.6)

f = a
0

f = 13,o

The right hand side of Eqs. (2.2.2.2) and (2.2.2.3) cancel in Eq.

(2.2.2.6), and are not functions of either a or B. Hence, the deriva-

tives and Eq. (2.2.2.6) are not affected by these quantities and they

may be eliminated in fl and f2; i.e.,

and

1 3 5

f
1 a
(aff3) = --f + B B

33
+ B [B

35
+ B551}

2 4

f
2
(04,8) = a {1 + 8 C

1
+ 8 C

2
} tanh(a)

(2.2.2.7)

(2.2.2.8)
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Substituting f
1
and f

2
into Eq. (2.2.2.6), yields two expressions.

Solutions to the correction factors awfl 0 are found for each itera-

tion.

of
afl

+ ---A0 = f (a )
1 0 0

f (a ,3 ) = - f
1 1 1 h

fl

of of
2

ace

2
Aa + ---A0 = f (a ,(3 )

ar3 2 0 0

2

- f
2
(a

1
,(3,

1
) =

47r2

2

(2.2.2.9)

(2.2.2.10)

Solving for Aa and is simultaneously yields the following two equations

where all functional relationships and their derivatives are known.

2Df
2 H

Df

f 4
1 4Tr h

f
2

j

gT
aa 2h 1

]
aa 2

A0 =
(2.2.2.11)

aft af
2

af
1

aft

-a-C- as

and

where

of

2h fl asps
Aa = (2.2.2.12)

afl

as

of
1 1 3

aa

*
5 r= + B

33
- B

33
] + [aLB

35
+ B

55
] (2.2.2.13)

a

[13
35

+ B55]]}

af
2 4

a{3 a

1 1
1 4 30 B33 + [B35 + B

55
]) (2.2.2.14)
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2 tt

a il + (3

i
C, + (3. C

2
}

Df
2

+ (2.2.2.15)
Da 2

cosh a

*,
U. + 13,

2
[C

1
- aC j + [C

2
- aC2]} tanha

3f
2 3

a {1 + 213C
1

+ 413 C
2
} tanha

DO
(2.2.2.16)

The coefficients B33, B35, B55, Cl, and C2 (see Appendix B) and their

derivatives with respect to a superscripted *), are calculated ex-

plicitly according to the quotient law of differentiation for those

equations. Once a convergence criteria is met (Eqs. (2.2.2.11) and

(2.2.2.12) are approximately equal to 10-5), solutions to Kh and A are

found for either Stokes' fifth, third, or first order theories.

To initiate this procedure, Kleinschroth and Siegersetter [1975]

suggest inputing initial values of Kh and A. A linear wave theory

Kh and A equal to 0.10 have proven effective in their applications.

2.2.3 Calculation of Hydrodynamic Parameters Above the Still Water
Level

Little information is reported concerning the theoretical water

wave kinematics and dynamics above the still water level (S.W.L.).

Subsequently, two methods are analyzed. The first method utilizes a

Taylor Series expansion of various expressions about a known datum

(S.W.L., z = 0) between the S.W.L. and the free surface. The second

method employs direct substitution of known positive elevations ( +z)

into the hyperbolic expressions between the S.W.L. and the free sur -

face. A three-way comparison is made between these methods and the

work conducted by Skjelbreia and Hendrickson [1962]. The results are

tabulated later in this section.
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It may be shown that all analytical water wave kinematics and

dynamics follow an exponential decay (functions of cosh(z) or sinh(z),

from the still water level (z = 0) to the mudline (z = -h). One would

expect this condition to persist from the free surface to the still

water level (see Figure 2.2). A reasonable estimate of the functional

relationship is made using a Taylor Series expansion. A general ex-

pression, f(x,z), is employed to represent any hydrodynamic parameter

(fifth order).

f(x,z) = f
1
(x,z) + f

2
(x,z) + f

3
(x,z)

+ f4(x,z) + f5(x,z)

A first approximation of the function behavior is that changes in f

over a distance Az are calculated according to

(2.2.3.1)

Solving for Of yields:

Aft
df

Az dz
z = 0

(2.2.3.2)

Aft =
df

Az (2.2.3.3)

z = 0

If this function has a second derivative, then the next correction term

is reduced to:

2

d f
Af

2
dz

2

2

Az

2!

(2.2.3.4)

z = 0

Extending the series yields corrections appropriate to fifth order cal-

culations such that:

f(x,Az) = f(x,0)
4 ,n

r° fi
' nJ

Az
n

n = 1 az- z - 0 n!

(2.2.3.5)
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To be consistent with the order of Stokes' wave steepness corrections,

the order of the function f Plus the power associated with the Az term,
n

must not exceed five for Stokes' fifth order theory. Thus, the complete

expression evaluating functions at Az points above the still water level

is:

F(x,Az) = f
1
(x,0) + f

2
(x,0) + f

3
(x,0) + f

4
(x,0) + f

5
(x,0)

+ [f
1

(x,0) + f
2

(x,0) + f
3

(x,0) + f
4

(x,0)]Az/1!
z z z

2
+ [fl (x,0) + f2 (x,0) + f3 (x,0)](Az) /2!

zz zz zz

3

+ [f

l

(x,0) + f
2

(x,0)](Az) /3!
zzz zzz

4

+ [fl (x,0)](Az) /4!
zzzz

(2.2.3.6)

where the z subscript represents differentiation with respect to the

z variable.

The perturbation technique is an approximation to known functional

relationships defined by Eqs. (2.2.1.7), (2.2.1.6), (2.1.11), (2.1.6.a),

and (2.1.6.b), and employing N quantities in an expansion. Although

it is an approximation, the perturbation method is technically more

accurate than the direct substitution method. This is caused by the

uncertainty of the hydrodynamic conditions above the still water level

following the exponential functions defined as solutions to the

boundary value problem existing below the still water level.

Exact solutions to hydrodynamic parameters are determined em-

ploying direct substitution of positive z into those equations de-

rived for the region below the still water level. This technique as-

sumes that the hydrodynamic parameters do, indeed, follow the ex-

ponential behavior above and below the S.W.L.
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Comparison between the direct and perturbed methods is limited to

six water wave conditions. The conditions are constrained by compara-

tive data reported in the work conducted by Skjelbreia and Hendrickson

[1962] (Skjelbreia [1977], personal connunication). The percent dif-

ference expressions found in Table 2.1 are averages of all values ob-

tained at various locations (approximately 15 points) above the still

water level. Equations defining the relationships in Table 2.1 are

listed below:

where

STOKES PERTA - STOKES
x 100%

PERTA PERTA

STOKES SKJ - STOKES
x 100%

SKJ SKJ

PERTA SKJ PERTA
x 100%

SKJ SKJ

STOKES - Represents the direct substitution method, digital
computer program

PERTA - Represents the perturbation (Taylor Series Expansion)
method, digital computer program

SKJ - Represents the tabulated work conducted by Skjelbreia
and Hendrickson [1962]

- Horizontal water particle velocity

w - Vertical water particle velocity

P
T

- Total pressure distribution

Comparison of STOKES (direct substitution) to PERTA (perturbation

method) indicates a strong correlation for the horizontal and vertical

velocities at all conditions. Significant variations occur in total

pressure distributions. In most cases, the major difference between

the two methods occurs from estimations of the total pressures at or

near the free surface. The quantities are relatively small, averaging
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TABLE 2.1

Comparison of Hydrodynamic Parameters Above the S.W.L.

Wave Condition % Difference

h T H Variable STOKES /PERT? STOKES/SKJ PERTA/SKJ

100' 8.45 42'

44'

46'

48'

50'

52'

u

w

P
T

u

w

P
T

u

w

P
T

u

w

P
T

u

w

P
T

u

w

P
T

+0.01

-0.03

+0.87

-0.02

0.00

+1.13

-0.03

-0.03

+0.45

-0.08

-0.05

+1.96

-0.10

-0.06

+2.60

-0.16

-0.05

+3.09

+0.17

+0.19

+0.55

+0.22

+0.18

+0.10

+0.20

+0.20

+0.04

+0.22

+0.14

-0.04

+0.20

+0.05

+0.26

+0.21

+0.07

-0.13

+0.16

+0.22

-0.32

+0.24

+0.18

-1.04

+0.23

+0.23

-0.41

+0.31

+0.19

-2.04

+0.29

+0.11

-2.40

+0.38

+0.13

-3.32
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10
-2

feet of head, while the two methods actual results deviate by as

much as an order of magnitude. This result is caused by a large Az

increment imposed upon the perturbation method, affecting all terms

related to the total pressure (Eq. (2.1.11)) distribution.

Evaluating the total pressure at the free surface required the

Az increment to obtain its maximum displacement from the known datum.

Applying Eq. (2.2.3.5) for the three terms in the total pressure ex-

pression (Eq. (2.1.11)), the Az quantity raised to various powers

will strongly influence the solution. Consequently, the maximum per-

cent difference between PERTA and STOKES is observed at the free sur-

face. As the computations progress toward the still water level, the

Az displacement decreases. At a distance of approximately three times

the initial Az increment, the Taylor Series expansion results converge

upon the direct substitution method.

Comparisons are also made between STOKES and PERTA and the work

conducted by Skjelbreia and Hendrickson [1962]. STOKES agrees more

favorably to SKJ than PERTA. From this comparison, it is assumed

Skjelbreia and Hendrickson compute hydrodynamic parameters utilizing

the direct substitution method. Conditions below the still water

level are compared between STOKES and SKJ. The average percent dif-

ference is approximately 0.10% (for u, w, and PT).

The comparisons indicate that the STOKES direct substitution

algorithm provides satisfactory values above the S.W.L. This con-

clusion is reasonable because in the limit the Taylor expansion should

simply yield values of the expanded function as if it were evaluated

at the location of interest. Because the direct substitution method

is satisfactory and requires less than half of the perturbation com-

putational effort, it is used for comparison with subsequent experi-
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mental measurements above the S.W.L.

2.3 Dean's Stream Function Theory

Dean's stream function theory (Dean [1965]) is based upon the con-

cept of minimizing the errors associated with the free surface boundary

conditions. Utilizing the stream function rather than the velocity

potential and including higher order velocity components, Dean demon-

strates that this theory "best fits" theoretical and experimental water

wave properties (Dean [1965, 1968, 1970]). A brief description of

Dean's stream function follows (Dean [1974]).

The stream function theory parallels the development of Stokes'

theory, which has been outlined in Section 2.2. The boundary condi-

tions and differential equation are identical to those used by Stokes.

For the boundary value problem expressed in partial Eqs. (2.1.7),

(2.1.9), (2.2.1.1), and (2.2.1.2), a stream function solution per-

turbation series is:

JJ
T(x,z) = 2 + E x(j)sinh { jK(h + z)}

j = 1

COS { KjX}

Evaluating T on the free surface (z = n), yields

JJ

n= Ln- i:Ex(j)sinh {jK(h + 11)}
j =

cos { Kjx}

(2.3.1)

(2.3.2)

where JJ represents the number of terms contributing to the series ex-

pansion, '' represents the constant value of the stream function on

the free surface, L is the undetermined wavelength, and x(j) repre-

sents the undetermined coefficients.
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Equation (2.3.1) satisfies the governing differential equation,

Eq. (2.1.7) and the bottom, Eq. (2.1.9), as well as the kinematic free

surface boundary conditions, Eq. (2,2.1.1), precisely. This is ac-

complished utilizing arbitrary values of L, T , and the x(j) coeffi-

cients (given H, h, and T). The remaining boundary condition, the

dynamic free surface boundary condition, Eq. (2.2.1.2), is solved via

error analysis to yield specific values of L and coefficients x(j) for

a given wave height and period.

The problem solution technique applies a numerical iteration in

which a trial solution is employed. Through each step of the iteration,

the variables L and x(j)'s are modified to improve the solution.

The error is defined from the dynamic free surface boundary con-

dition:

1 2 2

n + T1 (u c) + w -
c

= B at z = n(x)
2g 2g

2

The error term yields the following relationship.

N 2

e =
1

E (B
n

- B)

n = 1

(2.3,3)

(2.3.4)

where, B
n
's are constants equally spaced with respect to the phase

angle, and B is the average of all Bn's. Minimizing this error is the

basis of the problem. The procedure used is a least squares technique

requiring that the error be minimized with respect to the wavelength

and amplitude coefficients,

0 and
)((i

0
)

(2.3.5)

Since the functions are nonquadratic in nature, a least squares

procedure cannot be applied to determine the error. A nonlinear least

squares method is used to solve.the problem. The problem is then
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.

linearized by the following procedure. Given a K
th

iteration, a trial

solution is determined. The solution to the problem is then sought to

minimize the error by selecting changes in the unknown variables. If

this is a linear least squares type problem, only one iteration is

necessary. Expressing the quantity B in terms of the small changes in

unknown quantities for the K
th

iteration, yields:

where:

DB,
K

B
K+1

= B +
jEj DB.

n
j = 1

3x()
Ax(j) +

3L
JAL

3B 3B and 9B Du 3B aw

ax(j) an 3X(i) au ax(j) aw 3)(0)

3B 3B an DB au 313 3w

an 3L 912 3L 3w 3L

(2.3.6)

(2.3.7)

(2.3.8)

where 3B/an and DB/3u are obtained from Eq. (2.2.1.2) and 3n/3x(j) and

au /ax(j), etc. are obtained from Eas. (2.3.2), (2.1.2), etc.

Rewriting the least squares equations in terms of the unknown

quantities, L and x(j) yields

3e De

aAL
= 0 and

3Ax(j)
= 0 j = 1,2,...JJ (2.3.9)

The above expressions represent a set of JJ ± 1 linear simultaneous

equations in terms of JJ + 1 unknowns. After each iteration the water

surface elevation (fl(x)) is recalculated by iteration from Eq. (2.3.2),

and T is redetermined such that:
Ti

rL

O
nax = 0

where Y is found applying:

L/2
T = f x(j) sinh{Kj(h + n)} cos{icjx}
n L 0

(2.3.10)

(2.3.11)
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Simpson's Rule is employed to numerically integrate Eq. (2.3.11).

A completed iteration method requires simultaneous solutions to

L and all of the x(j)'s (.3.7 + 1 values) and a recalculation of the

constant T . As soon as a convergence criteria is met (usually 10
-3

fl

feet with respect to all previously calculated values of n(x), the

iteration ceases. With the coefficients and wavelength quantified,

the hydrodynamics of a given water wave condition are calculated.
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Implementation of Stokes' and Dean's stream function theories re-

quire digital computation to simultaneously solve the appropriate large

system of equations. A computer algorithm is presented to generate the

desired hydrodynamic characteristics from Stokes' theory. The inter-

pretation of Dean's tabulated results is also presented,

3.1 Stokes' Wave Theory Computer Algorithm

Applying the theoretical development of Stokes' theory (Section

2.3), two digital computer programs are written to generate wave kine-

matics and dynamics. The computer routine, STOKES, analyzes hydra -

dynamic parameters above and below the still water employing Stokes'

fifth, third, or first order theories. PERTA is written to compare

the hydrodynamic results obtained by STOKES above the still water level

with a perturbed extrapolation scheme (see Section 2.2). Both computer

algorithms are written in FORTRAN IV and run on the CDC Cyber 70-Model

73, Kronos 2.1.2 computer system, located at Oregon State University

(see Appendix C). Comments are written in each digital computer rou-

tine to aid the programmer in interpreting the structure of the pro-

gram.

The STOKES program is based upon the work by Kleinschroth and

Siegersetter [1975] but includes several modifications and additions.

A summary of the program, STOKES, follows and is outlined in Figure

3.1.
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The input parameters include the fundamental water wave conditions:

wave height (H), water depth (h), wave period (T), the first approxima-

tion to the order multiplier (A), gravitational acceleration (g), and

the order of Stokes' wave theory (fifth, third, or first). In all

computer systems only one alphabetic character per letter is available.

The computer algorithms represent the water depth by H and the wave

height by HO. The discussion follows the previously assigned parameters

of water depth (h) and wave height (H). The second set of input para-

meters represent the number of calculations that are performed at

various regions of the water column. The parameters NUMX, NUMETA,

NUMHO, and NUMH utilize known quantities to develop uniform fractional

increments in the x and z directions. The appropriate expressions are

given below and are also shown in Figure 3,2.

Ax = Ti/NUMX = 20° at NUMX = 9

An =
nmax/NUMETA

AH = H/NUMHO

Ah = (h 1-) /Num

(3.1.1)

(3.1.2)

(3.1.3)

(3.1.4)

The initial calculations in the computer routine determine a first

approximation to Kh using linear theory (written by R.T. Hudspeth,

Oregon State University). A Newton-Raphson technique is utilized to

solve the transendental equation, Eq. (2.2.1.16). Determination of an

infinite depth case and unstable breaking wave conditions follow in

steps 45 through 60 (the identified steps refer to statement numbers

in the program listing of Appendix C).

If the given quantities describe a wave condition in extremely

deep water, the expression Kh will beccme extremely large. Applying
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a large value into the arguements of the exponential functions generate

infinite quantities. All comv3uter systems are not capable of manipu-

lating infinite values. If these values exist, computational efforts

cease. For the infinite conditions, a maximum value of Kh is employed

(Kh = 22.0) and a new depth is determined where calculation of the

hydrodynamic parameters are performed. This new water depth will not

appreciably alter the kinematics and dynamics present in the given

set of wave conditions because it is well beyond the minimum value

nth.

required for deep water. Without this "limiting" water depth the 3

order expressions for Kh and A cannot be solved.

Another technique can be developed to determine deep water wave

hydrodynamics. The deep water approximation for wave kinematics and

dynamics are applied to the hyperbolic functions, and reduced to the

form of e
KZ

. The z displacement is measured negatively in the down-

ward direction toward the mudline. This method involves numerous

complex alterations to the computer routine and is not applied in

this study.

Also, if a given water wave steepness exceeds Miche's break-

ing wave index, computation ceases and the operator is informed

of this condition. A do-loop initiates the iteration scheme which

calculates the variables Kh and A to a prescribed order (steps 61

through 78). This involves three subroutines; COEFS, ORD, and NEWRV.

The subroutine COEFS calculates the necessary unknown coefficients

and their derivatives (functions of Kh) found in Eqs, (2.2.1.8),

(2.2.1.9), (2.2.1.10), and (2.2.1.11). For a first approximation to

Kh the linear theory value is used. The subroutine ORD zeros out

higher order coefficients if first or third order theories are ap-

plied. The subroutine NEWRV calculates the AKh and AX variables
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found in Eqs. (2.2.11) and (2.2.32), where tea = Alch and L = AA.

A double sided Newton-Raphson te,.thnicrue is utilized. A convergence

criteria is established where, IAKhl<10
-5

and IAAl<10
-5

must be met.

If the criteria test fails, revised coefficients are calculated using

Kh
1
= Kh

0
+ tKh and Al = A

0
+ AA, producing new values of Kh and A.

Once the convergence criteria is met, the iteration scheme stops.

Computation of the remaining coefficients occurs in the subroutine

COEFS1, applying the corrected value of Kh. Subsequent zeroing of

higher order coefficients are performed on this set of variables in

subroutine ORD1 assuming third or first order theory. At this point,

all unknown coefficients, Kh and A, are quantified for a prescribed

wave condition and order of Stokes' theory.

Steps 107 through 117 determine the constants (K., K;') required
3

for the hydrodynamic expressions, Eqs. (2.2.1.6) through (2.2.1.9).

The fractional values derived from initial conditions (NUMX, NUMETA,

NUMHO, and NUMH) are computed in steps 134 through 140, as well as

the maximum values utilized by the do-loops in the x and z directions.

Three nested do-loops are employed to determine the kinematics and

dynamics: x direction (steps 141 through 278), the z direction (steps

143 through 229), and the order of the theory (steps 171 through 188).

Computation of the hydrodynamic parameters fl, u, w, ax, a
z

, PD, and

P
T
employed in the computer algorithm (steps 176 through 228) are de-

fined in Appendix D. Initially, the hydrodynamic parameters are

evaluated at the crest, 6 = 0 and z = ri
max

. Subsequent calculations

are then made at incremental distances defined in steps 156 through

169. Hydrodynamic expressions are also evaluated at the free surface

(TO following steps 231 through 276. Thi:-; procedure continues until

the final phase angle relationship (A = Tr, one-half wavelength) is
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attained. Completion of the aforementioned steps yields the kinematics

th
and dynamics of a j order Stokes' wave at all incremental phase

angles and depths, subscripted M and T respectively. It is necessary

to triple subscript the velocity distributions; i.e., u(M,I,J), w(M,I,J)

where the J represents the order of approximation. To be consistent

with the order of Stokes' theory, only the appropriate orders of

horizontal and vertical velocity components are employed in the

velocity head term [u2+w2]2g expressed in the dynamic pressure equa-

tion , Eq. (2.1.11). If the j order velocity components are simply

squared, the quantity would include various combinations of values

greater than the prescribed order. These values would then be incon-

sistent with respect to all other parameters. Analysis of this pro-

cedure is provided in Appendix D.

The digital results are printed in tabular form (see Appendix E

for the sample output). A restriction is placed on the maximum number

of phase angle increments, NUMX. This value cannot exceed nine because

of standard output page size limitations. If a value other than NUMX

9 is used, additional changes to the format statements (steps 363

through 372) must be made. Also, the maximum number of depth incre-

ments (NUMETA + NUMHO + NUMB + 1) is restricted to 25 or less.

Larger values cause the program field length to become excessive for

the large number of stored variables. If field length is riot restric-

ted, the number of depth increments may be increased, The dimension

statements in the z direction (step 4) must be revised accordingly.

The computer algorithm, STOKES, has undergone extensive testing

to determine its behavior in comparison to previous studies. The

fifth order theory solution compares favorably to the results tabu
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lated by Skjelbreia and Hendrickson {1952], (see Section 2.3). Al-

though the third order solution has not been compared to other results,

it is assumed to be correct through verification of the fifth order

theory. Also, the third order expressions employed in the computer

routine are consistent with those of previously documented works

(Skjelbreia [1959] and Wiegel [1964]). The first order theory com-

pares favorably with values obtained manually with the equations found

in Eagleson and Dean [1966].

Additional tests have been performed to determine the approximate

range of water wave conditions appropriate for STOKES. As the water

2

depth approaches shallow water conditions (h/T < 0.05), the tech-

nique employed to solve Kh and A fails to converge on a solution. The

test results determine the operational limits of STOKES and are il-

lustrated in Figure 3.3. Dean [1970] determines that solutions to

the two nonlinear algebraic expressions for Kh and A (of fifth order)

2

are nonconvergent for values of h/T <0.1. This program extends that

2

range to a value of h/T <0,08.

The approximate time and cost required to run this computer pro-

gram are illustrated in Table 3.1.

TABLE 3.1

Approximate Running Time and Cost for STOKES

Wave Theory Order CPU Time Cost

Stokes 5th 2.0 $0.17

Stokes 3rd 1.6 0.14

Linear 1.2 0,10
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h/T2 (ft/sect)

FIGURE 3.3 Relative Operational. Range of the STOKES Program
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The costs apply to a single run. Each run determines the hydrodynamic

parameters for a given set of wave conditions at depth and longitudinal

increments corresponding to:

NUMX = 9

NUMETA = 8

NUMHO = 8

NUMH = 8

The cost is based on prime time charges of $0.085 per system second and

does not include compilation time required for the computer routine (nine

seconds). This charge would be a one-time expense since a binary file

can be made for subsequent runs. Minor secondary charges, such as line

printing charges, etc., are not included.

3.2 Implementation of Dean's Stream Function

Dean's stream function tables, Dean [1974], have been used to

generate most of the stream function theoretical results. For wave

conditions not found in the tables, a computer algorithm developed by

R.T. Hudspeth, Oregon State University, has been used. The program

results compare favorably to those obtained from the stream function

tables, Hudspeth [1977]. Employing Hudspeth's computer algorithm

eliminates the six point graphical interpolation scheme recommended

by Dean [1974] for intermediate cases.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES

4.1 Wave Research Facility

The experiments have been conducto. at the Oregon State University

Wave Research Facility. Figure 4.1 shows the dimensions and physical

layout of the wave channel. The hydraulic wave generator is a flap-

type board which is hinged at the bottom. It is activated by a 150 h.p.,

76 g.p.m. pump and is controlled by a hydraulic servo mechanism which

is coupled to an electronic function generator.

This facility is capable of producing solitary, periodic, and ran-

dom waves. Also, breaking waves up to five feet in height can be gene-

rated. The useful monochromatic wave period range is from 1.0 to 4.0

seconds.

4.2 Kinematic Measurements

The kinematic parameters measured for this study include: the water

surface fluctuation (n), the horizontal (u), and vertical (w) velocity

profiles.

The water surface fluctuations are sampled with a Sonic Systems

Model 86 Transducer. This transducer operates by measuring the propa-

gation time of a sonic pulse from the transducer to the water surface

and back. This time sample is converted to a voltage level proportional

to the distance between the sensing head and the water surface.

The horizontal and vertical velocities are measured using a Novar

Model 403, Low Speed Streamflo propeller current meter. Accompanying

the current meter is an Analogue Indicator Model 401 with a nine volt

D.C. transistor battery power supply. The measuring head is constructed
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from a five bladed PVC rotor mounted en a stainless steel spindle

(see Photo 4.1). An insulated gold wire is contained in a tube and

terminates 0.004 inches from the rotor blade tips. When the rotor is

revolved, the motion of the rotor blades passing the gold wire tip

slightly varies the impedance between the tip and the tube. Following

amplification and filtering of the carrier frequency, a square wave

signal is obtained. These pulses are proportional to the rate at

which the rotor turns. The frequency of the pulses are converted to

a velocity (in feet per second), utilizing the graph in Figure 4.2.

High velocity calibration tests were conducted to determine the ac-

curacy of the current meter. The results of the tests are also dis-

played in Figure 4.2, Kobune [1977].

In situ horizontal velocity measurements are observed above and

below the still water level for maximum positive and negative velocities.

A steel flatbar, ten feet long, 0.5 inches wide, and six inches deep,

faces the incoming flow field and is secured to the wave channel work

carriage. Holes spaced at five inches along the flatbar provide incre-

mental adjustments for sampling depths. The current meter is attached

at the low end of the flatbar and guide wires are attached above the

current meter to stiffen the structure (see Figure 4.3 for velocity

measurements above the still water level). Threaded inserts at 12

inch vertical centers line the channel walls and are utilized to

secure the current meter for measurements below the still water level.

In situ vertical velocity measurements are made following the

sampling of the horizontal velocity distributions. All data is acquired

from the still water level and below where maximum positive and negative

vertical velocities are sampled. The current meter is rotated 90° from
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PHOTO 4.1 Novar Streamflo Propeller Current Meter
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the horizontal position to quantify the vertical velocity components

and secured to the channel walls as indicated above.

All hydrodynamic parameter signals are recorded on a Honeywell

Model 1508 Visicorder oscillograph after conditioning by a Honeywell

Accudata 117 D.C. amplifier. This system is capable of recording up

to six channels at one time, utilizing light sensitive graph paper.

The chart speeds range from 0.1 to 80 inches per second. Zero output

responses are recorded for all channels prior to the initiation of

each test run. This is to ensure a controlled datum from which maximum

positive and negative displacements are determined.

Average values are obtained for the crest and trough amplitudes by

interpreting the temporal wave record. The resolution of the measure-

ment is + 0.02 inches. These quantities are then scaled to actual

measured wave amplitudes.

The horizontal and vertical velocities are recorded on the Visi-

corder. The signal response of the current meter displays pulses at

various frequency intervals. Velocities are interpreted by measuring

an average distance between two successive pulses. This is determined

by counting the number of pulses within a time increment of 0.1 seconds.

This technique provides a repeatable measurement for average values of

the maximum velocity component. The value of pulses per second are then

converted to velocities in feet per second utilizing Figure 4.2.

Maximum velocities are interpreted from maximum pulse frequencies.

The phase at maximum observed conditions agree with that predicted by

the previously mentioned water wave theories. That is, (1) maximum

positive and negative horizontal velocities occur beneath the wave

crest and trough, respectively; and (2) maximum positive and negative
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vertical velocities occur in the region under the zero crossings. There

is no directional indicator associated with the measuring device; thus,

it is assumed that positive and negative flow conditions are observed

adjacent to zero crossings.

4.3 Dynamic Measurements

The dynamic parameters measured in this study are the dynamic pres-

ure component and the horizontal and vertical pressure gradients. The

pressure gradients are then utilized in the calculation of total hori-

zontal and vertical accelerations.

Pressures are evaluated employing an Endevco 8503A4 Pressure Trans-

ducer, a piezoresistive strain gage device. This device is driven by a

Vishay 2100 Signal Conditioning System. The transducer is flush mounted

on a flat aluminum disk, 12 inches in diameter (see Photo 4.2). This

establishes nearly undisturbed two-dimensional flow in the proximity of

the transducer head and minimizes distortion of the dynamic pressure

measurement due to accelerations around the transducer.

Data are obtained above and below the still water level for maximum

positive and negative pressure distributions. In evaluating the con-

ditions above the still water level, the transducer-disk is mounted on

the aforementioned steel bar, opposite the current meter (see Figure

4.3). Below the still water level, the transducer-disk is attached to

the channel wall inserts as previously discussed.

The output signal of the pressure transducer is recorded on the

Visicorder. Average values for the maximum positive and negative pres-

sure fluctuations relative to the hydrostatic pressure level are

measured to + 0.02 volts relative to a full scale deflection of ten
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volts. Conversions from voltage output to pressures measured in feet

of head are then performed,

Pressure gradient data are evaluated utilizing three Druck PDCR10

strain gage pressure transducers, driven by the Vishay Conditioning

System. The transducers are flush mounted on a flat aluminum disk 23

inches in diameter. The alignment represents a right isosceles triangle

with the legs oriented in the horizontal and vertical directions. The

length of each leg is six inches (see Photo 4.3), Summing circuits are

fabricated to electronically determine the change in pressure response

in both the x and z directions.

Measurements of the pressure gradients are made above and below

the still water level by mounting the disk apparatus on the wave chan-

nel wall. Maximum negative vertical pressure gradients and maximum

positive horizontal pressure gradients are then evaluated.

The pressure gradient responses are recorded on the Visicorder.

Voltage measurements are then interpreted to determine the maximum

quantities accurate to + 0.02 volts. These values are converted from

a voltage to a pressure reading employing one volt equals one psi.

Calculations are performed to evaluate the total horizontal and vertical

accelerations applying the following reasoning.

The forces on a fluid body are represented by Newton's second

law:

dq
= ma

1
i 1

(4.3.1)

Evaluating the above expression in the x direction and solving for the

acceleration yields:

du 1 hp shear forces body forces
a = = - + 4

x dt p ax mass of fluid mass of fluid (4.3.2)
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PHOTO 4.2 Front and Rear View of the Dynamic Pressure
Measurement Apparatus

PHOTO 4.3 Front and Side View of the Pressure Gradient
Measurement Apparatus
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Shear forces are caused by rotation of a fluid element, but the assump-

tion of irrotationality imoskA on water .rave theory implies shear

forces are negligible. Also, gravitational body forces in the x direc-

tion are equal to zero. Assuring DP/,'3X is approximately equal to AP/Ax,

an expression for the total local horizontal acceleration is evaluated

applying

du 1 Ap
a =
x dt p Ax

where

(4.3.3)

p = 1.9395 slugs/ft3

Lx= 0.5 ft

Ap EE obtained from wave records

The expression for the total vertical acceleration is derived in

the same manner outlined above except that the gravitational body force

must be retained, yielding:

where

dw 1 Ap
a = = - - g
z dt p Az

Az = 0.5 ft

g = 32.174 ft/sec
2

(4,3.4)

Ap & p = defined above

Note that this measurement quantifies the total acceleration including

temporal as well as convective components.
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V. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL RESULTS

5.1 Background Information

Twelve water wave conditions of varying wave height and period were

chosen for the experimental program. The conditions were carefully selec-

ted to facilitate hydrodynamic calculations from stream function theory,

employing tabulated results by Dean [1974]. Stream function Cases 8, 9

and 10, (Dean [1974]), were to be examined with wave heights at 1.0,

0.75, 0.5 and 0.25 of the theoretical breaking wave height. These con-

ditions were combined with a water depth of 11 feet to obtain highest

waves within the channel.

Initial tests were conducted to determine the limiting wave con-

ditions in the research facility. The kinematics of the wave board

limited the expected maximum breaking wave height to approximately 0.75

of the theoretical breaking wave height. Also, monochromatic waves

could not be produced for the C;F:: TO series due to wind induced modifi-

cations of the short wave form. To circumvent this difficulty a longer

wave was substituted, and is referred to as Case 7.5, Table 5.1 sum-

marizes the characteristics analyzed in this study.

TABLE 5.1

Experimental Wave Conditions

Case

Wave Period Water

Hgt. (ft) (sec) Depth (ft)

h/ 2

7.5C'

7.5B

7.5A

3.61

2.71

1.29

2.5

2.5

2.5

11.0 1.760

1.760

1.760

0.578

0.434

0.206
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TABLE 5.1
(Continued)

Wave Period Water h/
T
2 H/ 2

Case Hgt. (ft) (sec) Depth (ft)
T

8C' 2.64 2.0727 2.560 0.615

8B 1.86 2.0727 2.560 0.433

8A 0.99 2.0727 2.560 0.230

9C' 1.29 1.4656 5.121 0.601

9B 0.87 1.4656 5.121 0.405

9A 0.48 1.4656 5.121 0.223

All hydrodynamic measurements were observed 140 feet from the wave

board (see Figure 4.1). The results of the tests are tabulated in

Appendix F. All theoretical data for Dean's stream function and Stokes'

fifth, third order and linear theories are generated by employing Dean's

tabulated results (Dean [1974]), in conjunction with R.T. Hudspeth's

computer algorithm and the computer algorithm STOKES, respectively.

5.2 Theoretical and Experimental Results

The water surface elevations are compared in terms of the wave crest

and trough amplitudes. Table 5.2 lists the results of the experimental

and theoretical amplitudes. The results of the analysis are also shown

in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. The wave crest and trough measurements are

average values obtained from all experimental runs (approximately 15)

for each particular wave condition. The percent difference is defined

by the following equation:

% difference
measured - theory

x 100%
measured

(5.2.1)



TABLE 5.2

Comparison of Crest and Trough Amplitudes

Case

Crest Amplitude
(inches) % Difference From Measured Results

Measured Dean's Y Stokes V Stokes III Linear Dean's Y Stokes V Stokes III Linear

7.5C' 26.55 26.52 26.04 25.44 21.72 + 0.11 + 1.92 + 4.18 +18.19

7.5B 18.73 17.40 17.40 17.16 15.24 + 7.10 + 7.10 + 8.38 +18.63

7.5A 8.60 8.04 8.04 8.04 7.56 + 6.51 + 6.51 + 6.51 +12.09

8C' 19.28 19.80 19.44 18.96 16.32 - 2.70 - 0.83 + 1.66 -4-15.35

8B 12.76 12.60 12.72 12.60 11.28 + 1.25 + 0.31 + 1.25 +11.60

8A 6.37 5.88 6.00 6.00 5.64 + 7.69 + 5.81 + 5.81 +11.46

9C' 8.65 9.60 9.48 9.24 8.04 - 8.47 - 7.12 - 4.41 + 9.15

9B 5.66 6.36 6.36 6.24 5.64 -12.37 -12.37 -10.25 + 0.35

9A 3.16 3.00 3.00 3.00 2.76 + 5,06 + 5.06 + 5.06 +12.66



TABLE 5.2
(Continued)

Case

Trough Amplitude
(inches) % Difference From Measured Results

Measured Dean's T Stokes V Stokes III Linear Dean's T Stokes V Stokes III Linear

7.5C' -17.08 -16.80 -17.28 -17.88 -21.72 +1.64 -1.17 - 4.68 -22.17

7.5B -13.46 -12.96 -12.96 -13.20 -15.24 +3,71 +3.71 + 1.93 -13.22

7.5A - 6.63 - 6.96 - 7.08 - 7.08 - 7,56 -4.50 -6.31 - 6.31 -13.51

8C' -12.21 -12.72 -13,08 -13.56 -16.32 -4.18 -7.13 -11.06 -33.56

8B - 9.45 - 9.48 - 9.72 - 9.84 -11.28 -0.32 -2.86 - 4.13 -19.37

8A - 5.60 - 5.16 - 5.28 - 5.28 - 5.64 +7.86 +5.71 + 5.71 - 0.71

9C' - 6.24 - 6.36 - 6,48 - G.72 - 8.04 -1.92 -3.85 - 7.59 -28.85

9B - 4.58 - 4.92 - 4.92 - 4.92 - 5.64 -7.42 -7.42 - 7.42 -23.14

9A - 2.64 - 2.64 - 2.64 - 2.64 - 2.76 0.0 0.0 0.0 - 4.55
J
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A comparison between the yrt:ignituZies of the experimental crest and

trough amplitudes show that all wave conditions are nonlinear; the mag-

nitude of the crest is always greater than the trough. Also, the experi-

mental water surface profile:~ displayed peaked wave crests and long,

flat wave troughs.

The wave crest amplitude data in Figure 5.1 show that, as the ratio

of H/gT
2

(psuedo-wave steepness) decreases, the difference between the

various finite amplitude theories decrease. The nonlinear theories

tend to under-predict all but the 8C', 9C' and 9B wave conditions. The

percent differences between the theories and experimental results do

not differ by more than fifteen percent, and average between five and

six percent.

If the ratio of H/gT
2
is subdivided into ratios of H/h and h/gT

2
,

it can be shown that the scatter in the finite amplitude wave theory

data found in Figure 5.1 is directly attributed to the quantity H/h.

An approximately linear trend exists when the ratio of h/gT
2
is compared

to the percent difference in finite amplitude theories. The wave height

to water depth relationship (H/h), is primarily employed in the analysis

of shallow water wave theories. The breaking wave criteria is defined

using solitary wave theory and is equal to H/h = 0.78, [Weigel, 1966].

Hence, applications of this ratio in deep water conditions yield ex-

tremely poor results. Relating the finite amplitude theories' percent

difference with the ratio h/gT
2
shows that the maximum positive percent

differences occur at h/g2T .= 0.055; the maximum negative percent dif-

ferences occur at h/gT
2
= 0.159; and the minimum percent differences

occur at h/gT
2
= 0.080. The results demonstrate that the finite ampli-

tude wave theories under-predict the experimental wave crests for tran-
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sitional water conditions (h/gT2 < 0.0793, [LeMehaute, 1969]). For

deep water wave conditions (L/gT- > 0.0793, [LeMehaute, 1969]), the

finite amplitude theories tend to over -- predict the experimental wave

crests. At the boundary between deep and transitional water conditions,

the finite amplitude theories best fit" the experimental wave crest

results.

In all cases, linear theory tends to under-predict the experimental

wave crest amplitude data. The percent difference ranges from ten to

fifteen percent, except for the 9B wave condition where the comparison

yields a difference of 0.35%.

The comparison between the various theoretical wave trough ampli-

tudes parallel the wave crest results. In general, all three nonlinear

theories (Dean's stream function, Stokes' fifth and third order), over-

predict the experimental wave trough amplitude, except for the 7.5B and

8A Cases. The percent differences average three to five percent for

all nonlinear theory results. Linear wave theory results over-predict

the trough amplitude, with larger errors occuring at larger values of

H/gT
2

. The average linear wave theory error is eighteen percent while

the maximum error is thirty-four percent at H/gT
2
of 0.02.

The data illustrated in Figures 5.3 through 5.12 present the maximum

positive hydrodynamic amplitudes observed for the previously mentioned

water wave conditions. All ordinates and abscissas are nondimensional

quantities where: (1) the displacement in the vertical direction is

nondimensionalized with respect to the total depth; (2) the velocity

components are nondimensionalized with respect to the ratio of wave

height to period; (3) the accelerations are nondimensionalized wish

respect to the gravitational acceleration, and; (4) the dynamic pres-



sure fluctuations are nondimensionalized with respect to the product

of fluid specific weight (y) and wave height. The abbreviations 3, 5,

S and L in each figure refer to theoretical curves for Stokes' third,

Stokes' fifth, stream function and linear wave theories, respectively.

It should be noted that the theoretical and measured accelerations

are not identical quantities. The measured data evaluate the total ac-

celerations:

du Du Ou wau
ax

= + +
x dt at ax Dz

dw Dw uDw w3w
a = = + +
z dt at ax 3z

while the theoretical approach employs local accelerations:

u w
ax

and a
z
=

x at at

(5.2.2)

(5.2.3)

(5.2.4)
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Figure 5.3 presents the Case 7.5C' wave condition. The theoretical

comparison between Dean's stream function and Stokes' fifth and third

order solutions demonstrate minute differences for the kinematic and

dynamic characteristics. The exception to this is the vertical ac-

celeration distribution. The discrepancies are caused by the functional

relationships governing the vertical acceleration responses in relation

to the analytical and numerical theories. A discussion of the dis-

similarities between the two methods follows.

For incipiently breaking waves, it has been shown that the maximum

crest angle attained is 1200, Stokes []880]. Employing this condition,

Kinsman [1965] demonstrates that the vertical particle acceleration

at the crest is equal to gravity and directed downward. This result has

been shown to be incorrect (Longuet- Higgins, [1963]), in that the

vertical particle acceleration at the crest of a breaking wave is equal
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to g/2 and radiates downward.

Utilizing a numerical stream functi=. Dean computed the horizontal

particle velocity and the vertical particle acceleration at the wave

crest as a function of increasing wave height to determine which

breaking parameter attained a limiting value first. The results were

that the horizontal particle velocity approaches the wave celerity,

and the vertical particle acceleration approaches zero as the wave

height increases, Dean [1968].

Although the differences between the analytical Stokes' solution

and the stream function solution are significant, above z/h = 0.0,

both solutions do converge upon a unique solution below z/h = -0.2, as

shown by Figure 5.3.

The linear wave theory solution for all hydrodynamic characteris-

tics shown in Figure 5.3 tends to over-predict the finite amplitude

wave theories above z/h = 0.0. These conditions are expected since an

approximate solution to the linear wave theory is employed above the

still water level. A direct substitution of positive elevations (+z)

into the hyperbolic expressions (Eq. (2.2.1.12)) are used in the iden-

tical manner outlined in Section 2.2.3. Analysis of the hydrodynamic

conditions, approximatlely one wave height below the S.W.L. (z/h = -0.3)

illustrates that nonlin2ar effects are negligible in comparison to the

first order approximation.

Figure 5.3 indicates that the theory slightly over-predicts the

experimental (open circles) horizontal velocity distributions, notably

in the nondimensional depth regions of -0.1 to -0.66. Theoretical re-

sults of the vertical velocity and dynamic pressure profiles are in

agreement with the data. Although maximum vertical velocity amplitudes
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are observed in the region about the zero crossing in the water surface

profile, comparison between theoretical and measured velocity phase

angle relationships could not hcl performed. The current meter count-

pulse output made it nearly impossible to obtain an accurate repre-

sentation of maximum velocity from slow speed records, where the wave

crest is readily apparent. Wring high speed analysis of the velocity

record, the wave profile's absolute maximum could not be distinguished

with confidence, hence the loss of velocity phase data.

Scattering and clustering of experimental data are detected in the

vertical acceleration distribution. Possible sources of error include:

(1) the displacement between the two vertical pressure transducers is

small, obscuring the resolution in the pressure gradient; or (2) wave

induced, turbulent instabilities develop above the S.W.L. generating

"noisy" recorded pressure gradient responses. This noise is located in

the area of maximum pressure gradient amplitudes. Minor fluctuations

from test to test could not be detected. Future investigations could

pursue these problems by increasing the pressure gage separation and/or

by developing a more refined system of resolving the vertical pressure

gradients for vertical acceleration calculations.

Figure 5.4 displays the hydrodynamic parameters observed for the

Case 7.5B wave condition. The theoretical profiles show the convergence

of the stream function and Stokes' fifth and third order solutions toward

the linear theory profiles as illustrated by the horizontal and vertical

velocity distributions. This is not as evident in the dynamic pressure

distribution where nonlinear effects continue to influence the total

solution in the region above the nondimensional depth z/h = 0.0 (S.W.L.).

The theoretical profiles of the vertical acceleration display similar
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trends observed in Figure 5.3.

Comparing the theoretical results .:(L) the experiment data shows a

slight under- prediction in the horizontal velocity distributions above

the value z/h = 0.0; while below this point, the theories tend to over-

predict the measured data in the identical manner discussed for the

Case 7.5C' wave condition. Tha vertical velocity profiles generated

by the finite amplitude theories under-predict the observed data. The

dynamic pressure measurements fall within the range of the finite

amplitude and linear theory results. Thus, a good approximation to

the aforementioned kinematics and dynamics measured results are ac-

complished employing linear wave theory. The vertical acceleration

data shows a continuous trend, but correlation between any theoretical

solutions cannot be determined. Probable sources of error in the

vertical accelerations are the same as those previously discussed.

Figure 5.5 displays the hydrodynamic profiles related to the Case

7.5A wave condition. The theoretical results illustrate that a first

order approximation for these wave conditions is identical to the higher

order nonlinear theories. All hydrodynamic parameters demonstrate this

behavior except that vertical acceleration distributions which are of

similar form but tending toward a unique solution.

The measured data indicates a strong correlation with the theore-

tical results for the horizontal and vertical velocity components. Com-

paring the relative magnitudes of the horizontal and vertical velocity

components demonstrate that orbital velocities for this wave condition

are circular, as described by linear wave theory. Some scattering

above and below the theoretical datum exists in the dynamic pressure

data, however, general agreement is established. The scattering may
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be attributed to experimental equipment and procedures. All theore-

tical results calculated for the vertical accelerations significantly

under-predict the actual data. More data are necessary to determine if,

in fact, these points are correct. Due to the limited amount of time

for the experimental program in the wave research facility, analysis

of the vertical accelerations were restricted to results obtained above

the S.W.L., and one condition approximately two feet below the S.W.L.

Only one point above the S.W.L. could be analyzed since the wave crest

amplitude for this case is 0.72 feet, and both the displacement be-

tween the two vertical positioned pressure transducers (0.5 feet) and

the mounting procedures are fixed. The two pressure transducers must

be underwater to quantify the vertical acceleration.

Figure 5.6 illustrates the hydrodynamic conditions observed in

the Case 8C' wave condition. The condition parallels the Case 7.5C'

wave employing a shorter wave period. The velocity components and

dynamic pressure profiles generated by stream function and Stokes'

fifth and third order theories compare favorably. The linear theory

solution diverges from the finite amplitude theories. Also, Stokes'

fifth and third order and linear wave theory solutions for the vertical

acceleration compare less favorably than stream function theory. The

experimental data is also similar to Case 7.5C'. The theoretical

horizontal distributions are of slightly greater magnitudes than the

measured data above z/h = 0.0, while over-predictions result at a

nondimensional depth of -0.42 to -0.66. The vertical velocity and

dynamic pressure measurements are in close agreement to the theoretical

profiles. The vertical acceleration data appears to be significant

for this case. The data falls in the region between Stokes' third order
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theory and the stream functien theory.

Figure 5.7 analyzes the Case 8B hydy.ednamic conditions. The

theoretical trends follow the previously eited 7.5C' and 7.5B series.

The kinematic and dynamic properties of the finite amplitude theories

converge upon the first order approximation, excluding dynamic pressures

above the nondimensional depth of z/h = 0.0. The vertical accelerations

appear to be converging upon a unique solution as the wave height de-

creases. This trend was also illustrated in the Case 7.5C' and 7.5B

series.

The experimental measurements for the Case 8B wave condition dup-

licates the trends observed in the Case 7.5B. The horizontal velocity

data lies slightly above all theoretical profiles, while a significant

anomaly occurs at the nondimensional depth of -0.42. Theoretical ver-

tical velocity profiles under-predict the experimental data substantially

in all but one value. The cause for this discrepancy is still unknown,

however, the appearance of this condition at both Case 7.5B and 8B

generate confidence in the measured data. Thus, the theoretical pro-

files appear to under-predict the observed vertical velocity distribution.

The dynamic pressure distribution data again falls within the range of

the finite amplitude and linear theory results, while the vertical

acceleration data is, in this case, tending toward Stokes, third order

theoretical results. In general, the kinematic and dynamic conditions

observed for the Case 8B can be closely approximated by linear wave

theory.

Figure 5.8 represents the hydrodynamic conditions observed in the

Case 8A wave form. Minute differences appear between the finite ampli-

tude wave theories and linear wave theory. Therefore, a first order
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approximation may be employed without any loss of accuracy. The

theoretical velocity profiles (horizontal and vertical) display ex-
,

ceptional agreement with the measured data. Also, the relative mag-

nitudes of the vertical and horizontal component data are the same

causing a near circular, orbital motion of water particles proposed by

theoretical solutions for linear deep water wave kinematics. Slight

under-predictions result in the comparison of theoretical dynamic pres-

sure distributions and experimental work. Conclusions regarding the

vertical acceleration cannot he made because of the lack of experimental

data. Again, this is caused by the magnitude of the wave crest (0.53

feet) in comparison to the fixed displacement of the vertical positioned

pressure transducers (0.5 feet), and mounting procedures.

Figures 5.9 through 5.11 display the hydrodynamic parameters ob-

served for the Case 9CT, 9B and 9A wave conditions. The comparisons

between the theoretical results parallel the Case 7.5 and 8 series.

Similarities between finite as theoretical kinematics are evident

in Figure 5.9. The linear theory profiles slightly exceed the finite

amplitude predictions. The vertical acceleration profiles follow the

trends present in Case 7.5C' and 8C'. As the wave height decreases to

0.5 of the theoretical breaking wave height (Figure 5.10), a first order

approximation provides satisfactory predictions for the kinematics and

dynamics, as shown in Figure 5.10 and 5.11. Comparison of the experi-

mental data versus the theoretical results draw similar conclusions es-

tablished in the proceeding analyses. The theoretical horizontal

velocity profiles tend to agree with the observed data, although slight

over-prediction occurs'for Case 9C' and 9B, 0.75 and 0.5 of the theore-

tical breaking wave height, respectively. Also, the anomalies present

in the previously mentioned wave conditions are less pronounced in the
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Case 9C' and 9B profiles. Close agreement between theoretical results

and experimental data is demonstrated in Case 9A (Figure 5.11) horizontal

velocity distributions. The theoretical vertical velocity profiles are

slightly larger in relation to the observed results in the 9C' and 9B

cases, while in the 9A wave condition, excellent agreement is illustrated.

Also, a near circular, orbital motion of water particles is present in

Case 9C ( Figure 5.11) demonstrated by the comparison of magnitudes for

the experimental horizontal and vertical velocity component results.

Conclusions may be drawn dispite the limited measured vertical accelera-

tion data. In the three cases presented, agreement between the experi-

mental results, stream function and Stokes' fifth and third order

theories are evident. The dynamic pressure distributions illustrated

in Figures 5.9 through 5.11 demonstrate that theoretical results compare

extremely well to the measured data.

Figure 5.12 illustrates the comparison between the measured total

horizontal acceleration values and the various finite amplitude theories

employed in this study. The experimental data were first obtained by

flush-mounting two pressure transducers (Druck PDCR10) in the wave

channel observation window. The displacement between the transducers

was 16 inches at a depth of 22 inches below the S.W.L. This insured

that during the experimental program the two pressure transducers re-

mained submerged. One additional data point per wave condition (at the

S.W.L.) was obtained using the disk apparatus discussed in Section 4.3.

Again, this was due to the time restrictions imposed upon the experi-

mental program. For the two water depths considered, z/h = 0.0 and

z/h = -0.17, the finite amplitude theories compare favorably between

one another, while linear wave theory tends to generate values of
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slightly greater magnitudes. Employing the measured data at the two

depths demonstrates good correlation to Ca :. theoretical results. It

also appears that the convective acceleration expressions, Eq. (5.2.2.),

are relatively insignificant with respect to the theoretical local

acceleration values.

An analysis of the horizontal acceleration phase angle shift in

comparison to the water surface elevation are performed. The theore-

tical values are determined from the aforementioned computer analysis,

(see Chapter 4). The computer analysis is limited to phase angles in

increments of five degrees. The theoretical water surface elevation

zero crossing was interpolated to within + 2.5 degrees. Table 5.3 dis-

plays the results of the comparison, where the experimental data is an

average phase angle of the horizontal acceleration with respect to the

recorded wave crest (0 = 0°). The experimental average phase angle is

calculated employing the two depths observed for a particular wave con-

dition.

TABLE 5.3

Phase Angle Relationships Between Experimental and
Theoretical Results

Case Measured
Stream
Function Fifth Third First

7.5C' 84.5° 75° 75° 75° 90°

7.5B 59.0° 80° 80° 80° 90°

7.5A 80.5° 85° 85° 85° 90°

8C' 81.4° 75° 75° 75° 90°

8B 75.6° 80° 80° 80° 90°

8A 78.5° 85° 85° 850 90°
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TABLE 5,3
(Continued)

Stream
Case Measured Function Fifth Third First

9C' 60.5°

9B 62.7°

9A 59.3°

75o 75° 75° 90°

80° 80° 80° 90°

85° 85° 85° 90°

The analysis of the phase angle relationship for the horizontal

acceleration demonstrates a poor correlation between the theoretical

and experimental results. The major source of error is caused by:

(1) the lack of experimental data; (2) the procedures involved to de-

termine the fluctuations of the kinematics and dynamics; and, (3) the .

transducer time constant. The wave period is measured from the output

recorder paper. This distance ranges from 1.0 to approximately 0.6

inches, with an accuracy of + 0.02 inches. If this measurement deyiates

within + 0.02 inches, calculations of the phase angle will vary from

three to ten percent. Nevertheless, the experimental data tends to be

exceeded by the theoretical phase angles. This measurement could be

improved by increasing the chart speed to minimize the error in rela-

tion to the phase angle measurement.

Experimental data are also obtained for the horizontal velocity

and dynamic pressure distributions in water depths below the wave trough,

for the Case C' and B wave conditions. Figures 5.13 and 5.14 display the

theoretical and measured results for Cases 7.5C', 7.5B, 8C' and 8B. The

profiles for the various water wave theories are very similar under these

conditions. Insignificant differences in the st.rcam function versus

Stokes' fiftn and third order theories are observed in the horizontal

and dynamic pressure distributions, for the C' cases; whereas, linear
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theory over-predicts the dynamic pressure distributions. The explana-

tion of this behavior follows.

It has been shown that linear theory closely approximates the

horizontal velocity distributions obtained ',through finite amplitude

theories at depths greater than z/h = -0.1 under a wave crest. It has

been demonstrated (Stokes [1880]), that solutions to the finite

amplitude theories generate a net mass transport of fluid in

the direction of wave propagation; whereas, linear theory predicts no

net transport. If a net transport is to occur, then one would expect

the finite amplitude horizontal velocity distribution under a wave

trough to be significantly less than linear theory results.

The differences in the theoretical dynamic pressure distributions

are caused by the higher order expressions involved in the finite

amplitude dynamic pressure equation.

r 1 2 2 1 4
Pd = -IL 1 -(1 + w2 - (5.2.5)

Simplifications can be performed to Eq. (5.2.5) since the vertical

velocity is 90° out of phase with the horizontal velocity and is equal

to zero at a wave crest or trough.

r 1 2 1 .?t + B] (5.2.6)
Pd -YL2g u g at

For the dynamic pressure distributions under a wave trough, acOt and u

are both functions of cos(0) and equal to -1.0. Although the horizontal

velocity (u) is negative, squaring this term will not alter the sign.

The Bernoulli Constant (B) is not a function of theta and, therefore,

will always decrease the dynamic pressure anywhere in the fluid domain.

The dynamic pressure distribution under a trough of a wave will follow:

P
d

7-at

2g
1 u2 B1

trough

(5.2.7)
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It is reasonable to conclude that finite amplitude solutions will be

slightly greater in magnitude (less negati,!e) than linear theory,

wherein by definition, u2 rr, 0 and B = 0.

The experimental results show slight scattering of the horizontal

and dynamic pressure in the C' cases, but compare favorably with the

theoretical results. The s.eattering of experimental results are minimal

in the B cases. At a nondimensional depth of -0.66, all measured

horizontal velocities disrlay greater magnitudes compared to the

theoretical results. These results accompanied with the observations

found for the horizontal velocity distributions under the crest of the

wave (experimental velocities are lower in comparison to the theoretical

results) requires further explanation.

Figure 5.15 compares the theoretical and experimental results under

the wave trough for Cases 9C' and 9B. As previously mentioned, the

theoretical results converge toward a first order solution under the

wave crest. This characteristic persists under the wave trough. Strong

agreement between theoretical and measured data are evident for all

horizontal velocity and dynamic pressure distributions.

Figure 5.16 displays a deep water dynamic breaking wave index

utilizing Dean's stream function tables, Dean [1974]. Calculations are

also performed to determine Stokes' fifth and third order and linear

wave theory dynamic breaking wave indexesas well as curves for 0.75,

0.50, and 0.25 of the theoretical breaking wave height. These curves

are illustrated in Figure 5.16. Stokes', linear, and stream function

theory vary greatly in the calculation of the dynamic breaking wave

criteria. Stream function theory utilizes the kinematic breaking wave

u
criteria ( max/C = 1.0). Therefore, the vertical acceleration at the
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crest of the wave is forced to take on values generated by the dynamic

free surface boundary condition (Eq. (2.2,2)) and results obtained for

the horizontal velocity. Stokes' and linear theory predict that the

vertical acceleration will equal gravity and radiate in a downward

direction.

In order to be consistent with all results, values for wave height,

water depth and wave period were determined for the dimensionless Case D

wave conditions in the stream function tables, Dean [1974]. Breaking

wave heights were found to be approximately twenty percent higher than

that predicted by Miches' breaking wave criteria. Since the breaking

wave height and the dynamic breaking wave criteria (azmax/g) are inter-

related, Longuet-Higgins [1963], increasing the breaking wave height

would subsequently increase the maximum vertical acceleration. Thus,

Stokes' fifth and third order theories diverge from unity.

The experimental data are obtained approximately at the wave crest.

The values are then nondimensionalized with respect to the gravitational

acceleration and plotted against the ratio H/gT
2

. Although limited

experimental data are shown in Figure 5.16, one can conclude that Dean's

stream function theory more closely approximates the larger H/gT
2

wave

condition results, (Cases 7.5C', 8C', 9C' and 8B). Stokes' theory

appears to better approximate the Case 7.5B results. Scattering of the

data above and below the theoretical curves is generated by the fact

that measurements were not observed exactly at the wave crest. Also,

the variations may be cau:;ed by the differences between total and local

accelerations, as examined by the experimental and theoretical results,

respectively. It was concluded from the horizontal acceleration analysis

that convective accelerations are minimal. This may not be true for the
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vertical accelerations. More definite conclusions cannot be reached

due to the limited amount of data and the uncertainties regarding

interpretation of pressure qradlent results.

It was observed that the theoretical horizontal velocity results

correlate well with experimental results. It was also found that

anomalies at the nondimensional depths of -0.42 to -0.66 consistently

occur for most wave conditions, where agreement between theoretical

and experimental results were expected. The result of the measured

velocity estimates produce a small net transport of fluid in the

negative direction, while nonlinear theories yield a net positive

transport of fluid. Linear wave theory predicts no net transport.

Analysis and measurements have been performed for a wave channel

of finite length and constant depth, with viscous fluid effects con-

sidered by Longuet-Higgins [1958]. Longuet-Higgins solutions yield

velocity distributions with a net flow in the direction of the wave

advance near the water surface and near the bottom balanced by a net

flow in the opposite direction at mid-depths. Measurements by Russell

and Orsorio [1958] of vertical distributions of mass transport velocity

in a laboratory wave tank are in agreement with the theory of Longuet-

Higgins. The experiments determined steady state conditions where the

velocity distributions were obtained after long term wave generating

periods. Similar results have been observed in the wave research

facility utilized in this study for short test durations.

Figures 5.17 through 5.19 compare theoretical and experimental

values for the difference in peak velocities beneath the crest and

trough, where:

Au = u
crest

u
trough
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In all cases, a net positive transport exists supporting finite ampli-

tude theoretical results. It is also obs.L-ved as the wave steepness

and/or wave period decreases, the finite amplitude theories converge

upon the linear theory solution of zero transport.

In the subsequent comparison between the theoretical and experi-

mental results, experimental curves represent limited trends in the

data since measured results represent three observations in depth.

For all wave conditions the comparison between the theoretical

and experimental results are poor. Figure 5.17 illustrates the 7.5C'

and B conditions. The experimental data shows that above the nondimen-

sional depth of approximately -0.4 (Case 7.5C') and -0.30 (Case 7.5B),

the magnitude of the peak horizontal crest velocity is greater than

the peak horizontal trough velocity. Below these points the difference

is reversed; that is, utrough > ucrest.

Figure 5.18 illustrates the 8C' and B conditions. The measured

data display a region where the difference between the peak crest and

trough horizontal velocities reach a maximum negative value. These

occur at z/h values of -0.45 (8C') and -0.55 (8B). The 8C' case shows

that above and below the maximum the peak trough velocity is greater

than the peak crest velocity. The 8B case follows the same patterns

but above the nondimensional depth of -0.2, the peak crest velocity is

greater than the peak trough velocity.

Figure 5.19 displays the experimental and theoretical results

obtained for the 9C' and 9B cases. The 9C' data results in a constant

negative difference between peak crest and trough horizontal velocities

from a value of z/h = -0.2 to -0.65. Above the value of -0.2, the data

tends toward a positive difference between crest and trough velocitie7..
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The 9B case follows the patterns observed in the 8C' and 8B cases.

A maximum negative difference occurs at a z/h value of -0.45. Above

and below the maximum, the difference ten5s toward zero.

The observed behavior illastratei in Figures 5.17 through 5.19

may be explained by several hypotheses. Two possible reasons are

summarized in the following discussion.

The first mechanism that may create the negative horizontal

velocity gradients could he controlled by wave tank kinematics. The

water wave velocity profiles may be modified by return flow from

waves breaking on the beach; this results in a recirculation of fluid

in the negative direction at or near the channel bottom. Goda [1964]

found that orbital velocities under the trough were larger than those

under the wave crest. He also considered that these characteristics

were caused by a return flow to compensate the mass transport by the

generated waves. An analysis of the experimental set-up and procedures

in conjunction with the present study has been conducted to determine

if the return flow mechanism occurs during the measuring period.

Calculations have been performed to determine if there is a

sufficient amount of time to modify a wave induced horizontal velocity

distribution. This modification is thought to result from a return

flow generated by wave reflections. Hence, the duration of propagation

for initial generated waves to travel from the test site to the beach

face and back prior to the measuring period will determine if any inter-

action results. These calculations neglect shoaling effects on

celerity, providing a conservative estimate. The distance from the

test site to the mid-point of the beach face is approximately 102

feet. The wave celerity is determined from measured values of wave-
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length and wave period. Thus, the time required for the initial wave

to travel the total distance is solved throeqh simple division. Cal-

culations are also performed to determine the number of waves reaching

the beach face and returning to the test site prior to the measurement

of the horizontal velocity component. in general, the horizontal

velocity data have been observed during the sixth generated wave.

Although the analysis is an approximation, conclusions can be drawn

regarding the anomalies displayed in Figures 5.17 through 5.19. The

results of the calculations are presented in Table 5.4.

TABLE 5.4

Wave Reflection Analysis Causing Contamination of
Horizontal Velocity Measurements

Case
Period
(sec)

Celerity
(ft/sec)

At to Beach
(sec)

No. of Waves
Reaching Beach

No. of Waves
Returning to Test

Site

7.5C' 2.5 13.63 7.48 2 0

7.5B 2.5 13.66 7.42 2 0

8C' 2.07 13.04 7.82 2 0

8B 2.07 13.10 7.79 2 0

9C' 1.46 7.28 14.01 0 0

9B 1.46 7.28 14.01 0 0

The analysis reveals two important results. Although no investiga-

tive research has been performed on inherent errors associated with any

wave research facility, it is assumed that more than two waves impinging

on the beach face are required for the initiation of a wave channel cur-

rent system. The results also demonstrate that, in all cases, no re-

flected wave has a sufficient amount of time to return to the test site
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and influence the measured way. characteristics. Detailed studies

should be performed to determine the numbe7 and magnitude of reflected

waves that are required to alter flow patterns in experimental channels.

Another cause for the negative velocity gradients may be charac-

teristic of undistrubed wave kinematics. No current wave theories pre-

dict this. The horizontal crest velocity near the surface is greater

than the trough velocity but beneath the surface the horizontal trough

velocity is greater than the crest velocity. An analysis of the ex-

perimental measurements provide insite to the validity of the hypothesized

behavior. This analysis is based on the work conducted by Kobune [1977].

Figure 5.17 serves as an example for subsequent analysis. This wave

condition (7.5C') displays the greatest positive to negative velocity

variation observed for all experimental runs.

Water particle orbits follow ellipitical paths where the axes de-

crease with distance downward from the still water level. Present wave

theories approximate the orbital velocity at the mean position of a

water particle within the orbit. A stationary probe does not trace

the water particle. Beneath the wave crest, measurement of the velocity

occurs at the top of the orbit, with the orbit center below the probe.

Below the wave trough, the probe measures the orbital velocity at the

bottom of the orbit, with the center located above the probe. The axes

of the elliptical water particle orbits are exponentially decaying

functions as one proceeds from the still water level to the bottom.

Hence, the measured orbital velocities beneath the wave trough charac-

terize orbit centers lying above wave crest velocities measured at

the same elevation, yielding trough velocities which exceed crest

velocities (see Figure 5.20). Adjustments must he performed in con-
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junction with the theoretical horizontal velocity profiles. The ap-

parent depth (z) should then he altered cne half of the orbital

diameter, in a negative drectich beneath the wave crest; and in a

positive direction beneath the trough. This adjustment should be

made at all locations of obscrliod experimental data where the velocity

gradient is calculated, at z/h - -0.22, - -0.42, and -0.66. Since the

finite amplitude theories converge upon a linear theory solution for

the vertical velocities examined in this study, linear theory may be

utilized to calculate the vertical displacement. This is represented

by the following equation.

H sinh[K(z t h)]

2 sinhKh
cos8 (5.2.8)

where (z,8) is the displacement in the vertical direction, H is the

wave height, K is the wave number, h is the water depth and 8 is equal

to K(x Ct). Adjustments in the horizontal velocity distribution are

then performed where the new depth z' follow:

zi = z - 1
2

z = z +
1

2

beneath the wave crest

beneath the wave trough

A summary of the calculations are presented in Table 5.5.

TABLE 5.5

Adjustments in the Horizontal Velocity Distribution

z/h Oz,0)/h

Adjusted Horizontal Velocity (Nondimensional)

u
crest

u
trough

Au
predicted

Du
measured

-0.22 0.11 1.95 -2.45 -0.50 0.30

-0.42 0.07 1.41 -1.62 -0.21 -0.17

-0.66 0.05 1,04 -1.32 -0.03 -0.51
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The results indicate that itdjus ing the theoretical horizontal

velocity beneath the crest and trough corrects the predicted velocities

towards the measured velocities. Net positive transport occurs at all

elevations above the S.W.L. where all velocities are positive. Measured

velocities indicate this trend continues to -z/h'.2, whereas the cor-

rected predicted velocities show that the trough velocities exceed the

crest velocities above -z/h'.2. The comparison in Table 5.5 represents

a single wave condition and should not be extrapolated to other waves.

Nevertheless, the condition suggested by Figure 5.20 is verified and

identified as a probable source of error in interpretation of measured

experimental results.
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6.1 Summary
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Problems associated with quantification of deep water wave kine-

matics and dynamics have been examined. Summaries of Stokes' theory

and Dean's stream function theory have been reported. A computer

algorithm was developed to solve the hydrodynamic characteristics for

Stokes' fifth and third order and linear theories. Tests were initiated

to verify the results obtained from the computer routine. Experimental

data were obtained for several hydrodynamic characteristics in deep

water conditions. Comparisons between Dean's stream function, Stokes'

fifth and third order and linear wave theory, and experimental results

were made for various deep water conditions.

6.2 Evaluation

Comparison of the results from the computer algorithm STOKES to pre-

vious studies, verified that the routine correctly identifies the hydro-

dynamic characteristics above and below the still water level. Compari-

son with results from a Taylor Series expansion for elevations above

the still water level identified a lack of agreement for the total

pressure values. The results were close to atmospheric pressure,

however, small discrepancies led to large relative errors. The pre-

sent computer algorithm was also compared with results obtained from

previous investigators. For the six cases noted, the agreement was

excellent for both kinematic and dynamic properties.

The results of the theoretical and experimental comparison were

variable but basic trends were verified. Stokes' fifth and third
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order results compared favorably with the higher order stream function

results, while linear wave theory data g.enrally over-predicted the

nonlinear theories. As the wave steepness or wave period decreased,

the kinematic and dynamic profiles demonstrated the expected con-

vergence of the finite amplitude theories toward linear wave theory.

Also, the analysis of the hydrodynamic conditions, one wave height

below the still water level, illustrated that nonlinear effects were

negligible in comparison to a first order approximation. Stokes'

theory and Dean's stream function theory were at variance in predicting

the vertical acceleration profiles. This also affected the dynamic

breaking wave condition, defining the onset of breaking.

The analysis of the wave crest and trough amplitudes verified

that the experimental generated waves were nonlinear because the wave

crest amplitude was always greater than the wave trough. All three

nonlinear theories approximated the experimental results within five

percent. No single finite amplitude wave theory provided a superior

estimate to the amplitudes over the full range of wave steepness.

Linear wave theory predictions of the wave crest and trough amplitudes

varied by an average of fifteen percent.

The finite amplitude theories tended to slightly over-predict the

measured horizontal velocity distributions in the region beneath the

wave crest. Maximum errors were observed at the larger wave height

conditions (i.e., Case C') and at elevations above the still water

level. The theories generally over-predicted experimental results at

a nondimensional depth between -0.42 to -0.66 below the still water

level. For wave heights equal to 0.50 and 0.25 of the theoretical

breaking wave height, the theories predicted the experimental results
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extremely well. The extrapolated linear theory solution above the

still water level was also in agreement wil:h these wave conditions.

The vertical velocity profiles generated by the finite amplitude

theories compared favorably with the experimental data, although fluctua-

tions were observed in the 7.5B and 8B wave cases. Comparisons between

the vertical and horizontal velocity measured components revealed a

near circular, orbital motion in the deep water wave conditions. This

characteristics verified the theoretical results obtained employing

linear wave theory. The agreement between theoretical and measured

results substantiates the trends established in many of the previously

sited studies. Although calculations of the measured phase angle could

not be made, visual observations determined that experimental maximum

values occured at or near the wave profile zero crossing.

The dynamic pressure measurements compared satisfactorily with the

finite amplitude theory results. Slight scattering in the data was

observed, but remained within experimental error, considering the

possible errors associated with the disk-transducer apparatus.

Extreme scattering of experimental data were detected in the

majority of the vertical acceleration measurements. Realistic values

were reasoned to occur in the Case 7.5B, 7.5A, and 8B wave conditions

where agreement with Stokes' third order was found. The dynamic break-

ing wave analysis indicated that Dean's stream function theory more

closely approximated the experimental results for large ratios of

H/gT
2
, whereas Stokes' theory tended to better predict the experimental

results for small ratios of H/gT
2

.

Comparisons between measured total horizontal accelerations and

local theoretical horizontal accelerations were made. In most cases,
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the theories compared well with the experimental data. For the two

water depths considered, the theoretical data predicted the measured

data very well within the limitation of the apparatus employed in the

study. It also appeared that the convective acceleration expressions

were insignificant relative to the local acceleration values. Theore-

tical phase angle relationships correlated poorly with experimental

data.

Experimental data were also obtained for the horizontal velocity

and dynamic pressure distributions in water depths below the wave

troughs for the Case C' and B wave conditions. In all cases, the

theoretical results agreed with the experimental data for the dynamic

pressure distribution, whereas the theoretical results tended to under-

predict the horizontal velocity measurements, unless the position of

the orbit centers were corrected.

It was observed that the theoretical and measured horizontal

velocity correlated fairly well. It was found that anomalies at the

nondimensional depths of -0.42 to -0.66 consistently occured for most

wave conditions, where agreement was expected. The results of the

measured velocity produced a small net transport of fluid in the

negative direction near the wave channel bottom. Nonlinear theories

yield a net positive transport of fluid, and linear theory predicted

no net transport. An analysis was conducted to determine what could

cuase the anomalies. Sources of error and wave generated mechanisms

were considered. It was concluded that the net negative transport was

caused by theoretical orbit center being located below measured

velocities under crests and above the measured velocities under troughs.
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6.3 Future Investigations

The experimental data observed in this study were limited to wave

heights approximately 0.75 of the theoretical breaking wave height.

Future experiments should pursue the hydrodynamic conditions up to the

breaking limit. It is possible that this condition could be accomplished

by converging the side walls and/or shoaling of the wave channel, prior

to the test site. This study was limited to measurements of maximum

hydrodynamic conditions. Observations should be made for kinematic

and dynamic conditions at numerous phase angles. Also, complete pro-

files and near surface observations must be performed. This requires

more sophisticated velocity measuring apparatus than the propeller

current meter employed in the study. A hot-film/hot-wire anemometer

or laser apparatus may prove useful in subsequent studies. These

devices could then be utilized in the evaluation of horizontal and

vertical accelerations through a time rate change in the velocity out-

put. The pressure transducer mounted on the flat disk provided very

accurate dynamic pressure data and should be considered for use in

future investigations. In the experimental program in-situ measure-

ments were obtained. Accompanying this procedure, disturbances were

observed around the instruments. In order to minimize the inherent

errors associated with this type of experimental program, it would be

desirable to tow the instruments at the wave celerity and compare to

the existing in-situ hydrodynamic data. Future studies are needed to

observe water particle velocities at various levels over the entire

cycle of wave motion. This may provide further insites into the ob-

served trough velocities exceeding crest velocities immediately below

the trough.
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APPENDIX A

The following is a list of the coefficients used in Stokes Fifth

Order Theory. The constants are all functions of Kh. The following

simplifications have been made to expedite the listing: c = cosh(Kh);

s = sinh(Kh).

C 2 = g(tanhKh)
0

A
11

= 1/s

A
13

A
15

A
22

=

A
24

=

A
33

-c2 (5c 2 + 1)

- 1992c6 + 2641c4 - 249c2 + 18)

8s 5

-(1184c" - 1440c8

3

- 312c 4

1536s11

+ 480c 2
- 17)(192c

8 - 424c 6

(13 - 4c 2
)

768s 10

64s
7

A
35

=

A
44

=

A
55

=

B
22

B
24

=

B
33

(512c12 + 4224c10 - 6800c8 - 12,808c6 + 16,704c4 - 3154c2 + 107)

4096s13(6c2 - 1)

(80c6 8l6c4 + 1338c2 - 197)

- 16,245)

1536s10(6c2 - 1)

- (2880c10 - 72,480c8 + 324,000c6 432,000c4 + 163,470c2

61,440s11(6c2 - 1)(8c4 11c2 + 3)

(2c 2
+ 1)

4s 3

c(272c 8 - 504c 6 - 192c 4 + 322c 2 + 21)

384s 9

3(8c 6 +

64s6
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B35

B44 =

B55 =

(88,128c14 208,224c12 + 70,848c19 + 54,000c8 - 21,816c6 + 6264c4

- 54c2 - 81)

1.2,288:312 (6c2 - 1)

c(768c10 - 448c8 48c5 + 43c4 + 106c2 - 21)

- 7280c8)

384s9 (6c2 -- 1)

(192,000c18 262,720c14 + 83,680c12 + 20,160c10

12,288s2J1(6c2 - 1) 8c1` - 11c2 + 3)

C
1

C2

C3

C4

=

+ (7160c6 - 1800c1+ - 1050c2 + 225)

12,288s1° (6c2 - 1)(8c4

(8c4 8c2 + 9)

- 11c2 + 3)

+ 5944c4 1830c2 + 147)

8s 4

(3840c12 - 4096c10 + 2592c8 - 1008c6

512s10 (6c 2

1

- 1)

4sc

(12c8 + 36c6 162c4 + 141c2 - 27)

192cs 9
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APPENDIX B

The coefficients necessary to perform the Newton-Raphson technique

outlined in Section 2.2.2. One must note that c = cosh(a) and s = sinh(a).

B
33

64s6

3(8c6 + 1)

B
35

(88,128c14 208,224c12 + 70,848c10 + 54,000c8 21,816c6 + 6264c4

- 54c2 - 81)

12,288s12(6c2 - 1)

(192,000c 16 - 262,720c14 + 83,680c12 + 20,160c" - 7280c8)
B
55

=

12,288s10 (6c2 - 1) (8c4 - 11c2 + 3)

Cl =

8s4

(7160c6 - 1800c4 - 1050c2 + 225)

12,288s" (6c2 - 1) (8c4 - 11c2 + 3)

(8c4 - 8c2 + 9)

(3840c12 - 4096c" + 2592c8 - 1008c6 + 5944c4 - 1830c2 + 147)
C
2

512s10 (6c2 - 1)

See Appendix C for the derivatives of B
33

, B
35

, B
55

, C
1
and C

2

located in subroutine COEFS, where:

B
33

= BA33

B
35

= BA35

B
55

= BA55

C
1

= CAl

C
2

= CA2
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APPENDIX C

The computer algorithm STOKES is capable of performing single or

multiple computational runs for Stokes' Fifth, Third or First Order

Theory. The program can be run employing batch or terminal execution

modes. The read and write statements are defined below.

Tape 5: All input statements

Tape 6: All output statements

Tape 7: Flagged statements specifically designed for operations
performed via the terminal mode

The approximate field length required for implementation of STOKES is

60,000.

The computer algorithm PERTA is capable of performing single com-

putational runs for Stokes' Fifth Order Theory, evaluating horizontal

and vertical velocities and dynamic pressures above the still water

level. This program is designed to be executed via batch or terminal

modes. The read and write statements utilized throughout the routine

are defined above. The approximate field length required is 75,000.
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TIOY OAT! 77/09/14. P.GE 11

PROGRAm STOKES (INPuT,OUT,,UT,T4PE6,TAPEP.CUTPUT)

RPOGRAM STOKES (INcUT,CLIFUT,TAFE,,TARE7.10TPuTI
REAL KH.LA,K(FI,KF(,5),KLIN,KA004

2

INTEGER V.CQ.OER
3

-DIMENSION ti(1.2E.c), 6(15.25.5). aT(15.a5), 47(15.25). CELPT(15, 4

125), pyoT(15.25). c7',1(1F.PE.). ETA(15). uETA(15,51, WETA(15.5).
2 AXETA(15), AZETA(15). cETA(15), pTETA(15), ROETA(15), PHASE(15),

1 DEPTH(. 51

1

COMMON /WAVE1/ H.T,G
CCMHON /iTOK1/ F21,F15.F55.C1.C2

8

9

1J
11
12

COMMON /SToK2/ FA73.2A3E,3A55.CA1.CA2
COMMON /STCK1/ 411,A13,A15,A22.424,A330350144,455022,924.844.C1,

1C4
COMMON HO

13

BLANK = 11-1
14

PI = 4.CATAN(1.C) 15

10 CALL ZEw.0 (K4.4)
16

WRITE (7.115,
17

C
1

C PEAR IN VALUES OP 19

6 HO = WAvEHFIGHT
23

H = WATER DEPTH 21

TrWAVE FET..IOD
22

C LA=LAMBOA, NONDII,ENSIONAL ORDER COEFFICIENT (J.1) 23

C G = GRAVITY IN S-I CR FT-LP-SEC SYSTEM 24

C oRcEr? CF STOKES WAVE THEORY 1.3, OR 5 25C 26

READ (5,12C) H1,H.T,LA,C,ORDER
27

IF (HO.EO.C.0) GC TO 113 20

WRITE (7,125)
29

C

C PEAD IN THE Num9ER CF PCINTS To 3E CALCULATED 3i

C NUMX = NUm9LR CF FTS IN THE X OIRECTICN (mAX.10) 32

C NUmETA = HOMIER CF FT3 7C DE CALCULATED AICVE THE SWL TC THE 33

C WATER su.7,FacE
14

C NumHo = NUM1ER Cc cOINTS TO SE CALCULATED FROM THE SWL TC ONE WAVE 75

C HEIGHT IN ?EPTI- 16

C NUMH = NUYEER CF POINTE TO BE CALCULATE: FRCH -HO TO Zr -H 37

C
3d

READ (5.13C) NUMx.NUmETA.NUMHI,NUMH
39
40

WRITE (6,135)
41

WRITE (6,14c) Hc,H,T,LA,G.ORI7R,IUMx,NUMETA,NumHo.NumH 42

CALL EL,EN (KH)
43

WRITE (6.145) KH 44

KLIN = KH/H 45

IF (KH. LT. 2Z. 0) CC TO 15 46

KH = 22.0
H = 22.3/KLIN

413

TH = 1.0
WRITE (6,150)

53
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T I 0 Y 3ATR. 77,01/14. PAGT. I?

PFOGRA8 STC5 (IN=UTOUTPUT,L=PE5.T4PE7=CUTPOTI

GO TO 2C
51

15 = (FAPIKH,-.Fi-4riy/tE=1,(H).ExP:-k:H»
52

CPIT1 = 0.1424TH
53

Pe = HO/I2
54

HRH = (1.2*UIT1*(3)/(?'FI)
55

IF (H3.LT.H31i GC TO 25
56

wRITE (.155)
57

WRITE (7.155)
53

GO TO 10
59

--MCONTINUE
60

DO 30 N=1.53
61

CALL CO:FS (KH)
62

CALL OPO (001ER)
63

CALL NEW9V (KH.LA.V)
64

LASTN = N
55

IF (V.EO.1) GO TC 35
6o

30 CCNTINU:
67

35 CONTINUE
63

)(FITE (g.,Ifm)
69

WRITE (6,1E5) LASTN,F,i,LA,e33.335,955,C1,C2
73

C
71

CALL COEFS2 (KH)
72

CALL OR% (ORDER)
73

C
74

WRITE (6,170)
75

NPITE (o,175) 111.412.A15,422,A24.A33,4135
7.

WRITS (6,113)
77

WRITE (6,185) 444.A5.5.e22.924,944.C3.C4
71

C
C

73

1.1 = ARRAY WT RAFLE6G-TP, OTPeN0E.1-NT UFCWDISPtAr-E-QE-NTINT-4 . 4-0

C X DIRECTION
R1

C I = ARRAY WRT OEFTH. 3EFE740;ATTIPIN JISPLACEN(E7Tr-reT-TE 7.--.017,77-7/0 i2

C J = OROR OF THE t.tivE T)-GORY
83
84

= HO-=,TZCNTAL VELCCITY iTsTI,InuTIom
s5

C w(H.I.JI = ViPTC:AL vELCCITY '317-;TIluTIoN 40

C AX(M.I) = Ho-tI?C\TaL ac,ELI) 4 97.SIRI1UTICN
87

C A7(U,I) = RERTIG(L ACCELTI'n lIST-RTPOTICt
83

C PTOT(M,I) = THE TOTAL P.ESSU 3IST,(I?UTION 13

C PCYN(H,I1 THr_ E'rNAPIC FREsSURE )ISTRISUTION --730

C OELPT(m.I) = TPt= C,4ANrk CF PHI .4-T TIME 91

C ETA(H) WAVE P;CFILE
92

C
93

C .

CCNSTANTS USE
94

C KAP0A = THC WaV; NUMeE; T4' PTIL 95

---C-----CSTAP-= OISP=k7YCN rj,UATI2N C = ;ORT(CTANH(KH)) 90

C $(01 = CONSTANTS P0-? SL.,,ITION 01 THE C,J-D,", 0; TkE WAVE THEORY 97

C KF(J) = CONSTANTS rrl; amm4T111 01 THOOC rd. Dr THE WAYE PROFILE

C 9 = RERNOULLIS CCnETANT
9i

C
103
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TIDV* DATE 71/08/14. PAGE 11

PROGRAM ,:TOVZS" IIPPUT,JUTFUT.TADE6,TAFE7,CUTPUTO

KAPPA = <F4/4 101

CH = (ExP(KH)+EA=(-))/7. 102

SP = (EXP(.H,2. 103

CSTA0 = SCIFT(G3(!H/C,I); 114

a = (LAuLA*C34.C4*L4**,)/Ka,,PA 105

C
106

K(1) = LA*(A114LI'LA*(A13.-LA+LA*A15)) 107

K(2) = LA.LA*(177+LA*LA°A24) 103

((3) = (A33+LA*Ln*A.L.*3 109

K(4) A44*LA..4 110

K(5) = A55*LA..5 /11

C
112

KP(1) = 113

KF(2) = _A*LA.C,22244.A.LA*(24) 114

KP(3) = (a334LA4LA*375).LA**3 115

KP(41 = 944LA44 116

KF(5) = 85F.LA*45 117

C
113

C CALCULATICt: jr TH,_ H44c. CELERITY 119
121

C = CSTAP.S0,7J((1.+LA*LA*01+02.LA4+4)/KAPA) 121

WRITE (6.191) C 122

C
123

C CALCULATE TH7 4A/IM1.1". VALUF 3 T4E W4TF; SU\FACT PROFILE 124
125

ETAmAx = (KP(1)K=(7)+KF(3)+K0(4)4-KP(5))/KAPPA 126

C
127

C CALCULATION OF r 1CVEiNING PERIOCIC .ONO EXPONIENTAL FUNCTIONS 123

C THREE N;-_STE1 00 LCOPS THE 129

C1STOIE P ONE HL = wAvELENgTH 130

C 2NO F00m 7=ETA (IT THE =FEE SURFACE) To 7=H (T(4E MUD LINE) 131

C 3R0 OVEC THE WAv=. oPCER 132

C
133

ARGX = FT/FLOAT (NumX) 134

MAX = NuMX+1 13i

ARGETA = 1.0/FLCaT(NumET4) 136

ARGHG = 1.0/FLC,IT(Nt21HC) 177

ARI:H = 1.C/PLCAT(NugH) 133

HPPIHE = HHO 139

MAXI = NUmETA+NUm1-04NUm)-4.1 140

DO 105 m=10AX 141

NX = M-1 142

DO 50 I=1.mAX1 143

NZ = I-1 144
CUmETA = c. 145

CUMU = C. 146

f= C.
1

x==0.
47

145
1q ,

OrItt= = C. 15)
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'ATE 77/::6/14. PAGE 14

ppoGPAm S(O,(ES (INPUT.OJTPui.TAPE6.TAFE7=OUTPUT)

OUETA 0.

Ow6TA = 0.
CAxETA = 0.
OAZETA = C.
COPETA C.
THETA = FLCAT(Nx)fA7,5A
IF (N7.6E.Nu4T4J41-1) CO 73 45
IF (NL.GE.Nu1.E7A) GJ 7C 40
SETA = c1AMAX.(1.4A;GETP,FLOAT(47.))
ANGLE = KAPPA.(9=TI&F)
OEFTH(I) . BETA
GO TO 56

40 SETAl = A;GH0.(FLEIT(17)-FLOAT(4)J1ETA),
ANGLE = KAP0A.(1-4=ET4140-C)
OEPTH(I) = BETA1*H3
GC TO 5C

45 3E742 = A=-GH*(FIrA7(N7)-(FLuAT (TNETA14.FLOAT(NumA0)))_
ANGLE = KaPcAHP;I4-:*(1.4-r7A?)
OEPTH(T) = -m4-HosT4E*(1.+3FTA2)

50 CONTINUE
OC 55 J=1.0R3E
CS = COS(7W.TA*PLCATti))
SN = SINITNETA.FLCAUJI)
CNN (EXP(ANGLE'cLOAT(J))+EXpl-ANGLE.ELOAT(J)))/f.
SNH = fiXP(ANGLE4:LOAT(J))-EX0C-ANGLE'FLOAT(J))112.
ETA(M) KP(.1)*(5.2UHETA
U(M.I,J) = K(J)4FLOAT(J)*CHH*CS+OUmq
w(M.I,J) = K(i)4-LOAT(J).SHH*314-3Limw
X(Ma) = Irti)*FLCA7(J)4FLOAT(JIH,45N+1UmAX

A2(m.II = K(J).FLCATtl).FLOAT(..1)*SHmCSfOUHAZ
OELPT(M,I) = K(J)*FLCAT(J)*CmwoCS+OulcT
DUMETA =
CU11 = U(m.I.J)
OUMW = w(4,1,J)
OUmAY = AY(H,T)
CLMAZ = AZ(M,I)
DUMPT = OELPT(4,T)

55 CONTINUE
CTA(MJ = 1,..TA(M)/KAppa
IF CETA(M).GE.CEPTH(I)) CO TO 60
U(4,I,0°OP) = 3L1NK
W(M,I,OP1LP) ELA1K
AX(H.I) = PLANK

.GLANKAZ(4,1) =
PTOT(M.II 3LANK
FOYNtm,I) = BLANK
GO TO Rc

60 CCNTINUt
U(m,T.ODEP) = C*L(4.T.CflEzo)
Wlm,T.0k3P.-P)

151
152
153
154
155
156
157
153
159
163
151
162
163
164
165
166
167
163
163
17)
171
in
173

175
176
177
173
179
180
181
1R2
113
144
185

167
183
139
fl0
191

----192
193

195
Pb
1g7
193
199
203
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T /0 Y. /ATE 77/C'/14. PAGE 15

PPOGRAw STOKES (IN;UT.OUTFUT,T4FEb.TAFE7=OUTPUT)

AX('4.I) = KAPPA.CIA(w,t)
201

A2(M,I) = - KAPF3C *CAZ(',1)
202
203

--C oAFFLE = TN? NUCTIONTAL VELOCITY U SIUA;E0 204

C WAFFLE = THE VE;TICAL VELOCITY W SC'11)>E17
205

C
206

IF (OR/ER.E0.3) GC TO EE
207

IF tOROER.E0.11 TO 7C 298

BAFFLE = U(M.I.1)4U(M.I.1)*2.*U(M.I.1.1*(U(M.I.2).U(M.I.1.114-c0(M.I.
209

/2) (./(m. I1) ) " (".t. 3 -I.: (m,I,21 U (M I 1') .1' Of (49 I 21G

2.4)-U(M.I.7)1+7...(U(M.I.21-U(4.1.1)).(11(4.I,3)-U(1.I,2))
211

WAFFLE = w(H.I.114h(P.I.1)42.TW(A,I.1).(w(m,I.2t-9r,111
..(w(M,r, 212

12)-W(H.I.1)1"24.2.Twf'.I.1)*(w(w.I.T)-w(4.I.2))+2.'w(4,I.1)4(w(H.I
213

2,41W(M.I.3))4?.4(w(M.I.2)W(4.I.1))*(W(4.I.3)..W(4.I,2))
214

GC TO 75
215

65 SAFFLE = U(M,I.1)*U(M.I.1)42.*U(I.I.1)4(U(M.I.21U(M.I,I)I
216

WAFFLE = H('I.I.11'W(P.1.1142.TW(H.I.1)*(w(H.I.2)-W(H.I.1))
217

GO TO 7E
213

70 BAFFLE = C.
219

WAFFLE = O.
220

75 CONTINUE
221

BAFFLE = C*C*BAFFLE
222

WAFFLE C*C+WAFLE
223

VELH = (8AFFLE.(FFLE)/(2.TG)
224
225

OELPTI = -CTCTOELFT0,,I5 /G
226

FCYN(M.Ii = -(VELF+OELFI1+9)
227

FTOT(M.I) = POYN( T.I)-0FTH(I) 228

SO CONTINUE
229

C
230

C CALCULATION OF I-.NCROCYNAMIC CONDITIONS AT ETA (FREE SURFACE) 231

C
232

GAMMA = KAFFA4(ETA(4)+F.)
233

00 85 J=1,0,20E2
23.

CS = COS(TwTA*FLCAT(j))
235

SN = SIN(THLTATFLCAT(J))
236

CNN = (FXF(GAM.A*FLCAT(J))+EX°(GAI4A*FLOAT(J)))/2.
237

SPN = (EXP(GAHmATFLCAT(j11-EX=(--,AP4,TFLOAT(J)))/2.
238

UETA(M,J) = K(.1)+FLOAT(J)*CHHTCS4.)UET4
239

WETA(M.J) = K(J)4FLOAT(J)*SHH*SN4-3WiTA
240

AXETA(M) = Klj)*cLOAT(J)4FLOAT(1)*CHHTSNrOAAETA
241

AZETA(H) = K(J)TFLOAT(J)PLOAT(J)*3-1,TCS41AZETA
242

CPETA(M1 = K(J)*FLCAT(J)*GWW*S400FET4 243

OUETA = UETA(H,j)
24,

°META = WETA(4,J)
245

OAKETA = AYETA(4)
245

CA7ETA = 47ETA(,41
24'7

COPETA = OFETA01)
c43

85 CONTINUE
249

= "UETA(r,ocDEQ) 250
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*TIOY OAT 77/03/14. PC E 16

FRoGer STOKES (INPuT.3uTRUT.TaRE6,TAPE7=CUTRUT)

WETA(4,0,2)E=1 CTAfT.C-,1ER)
AXETA(M) = KAPc3,4xETA(M)
A7ETA(4) = -vAlFc,:C'C'07ETA(4)
OFETA(N) = -C.C.CPHT4(r)/G
IF CORNF9.E0.31 CC TO 9:
IF (OROFR.E1.1) TC

251
252
253
254.--
255
255

VELU UETA(m.1)*CET4(m.114-2.*U=TA(4.1,*(UETAtr.21-UETA(m,1)1* 257
1(UETAIM.2)-0ETAt".1))*4Z42..uETA(1.1).(LETAlm.3)-uETAtm.2)?4,2." 753
2UETA(N.1)*(uFTetr,41-JET4(m,3))+2.*(uTa(4.2)-UETAtw.11)*(UcTA(m.3 253

3)-UETA('4./)1 260
VELW = wrIt(4.1,,wETM.1)42..wET4(..1).(wETA(t,.2)-wETAtw.1)14. 251

1(WETA(w.2)-wETAI-.11).242.*4ETa(1,1)*(AE%(m..3)-wETA(4.2)14.2.' 252
2WETA(4.1) ,(wETA(u.4)-wETACH,3))42.*(wT4(m.2)-wETA(4.t)1.(wgT.1(4.3
3)-WET A(4.211
GO TO 1CO

90 VELU = UETA(M,1)!UETA(w.1)42.*UETA(5.1)*(uETA(N.2)-UETA(M,1)1
VELW = W7TA(4.1) "w.:TAPo.114.2.'wET4(4.1)*(wETA04,21-WETA(4.1))
GO TO 1G0

95 VELU = O.
VELW = 0.

100 CCNTINUE
VELU = CC*VELU
VELW = C,C*VELw
VELT = (Vri.U4VE1w1/(2..C)
RCETA(M) -tVrLT+1PETAtM)+3)
PTETA(m) = pnEr4(..)_FT4(fr)
PHASE(M) = (ARGX*FLOAT(Wx)s18).1/RI

105 CONTINUE
CRIT2 = UETa(1.C;CER)/C
CRIT3 = A7FTA(1)/C
WRITE (69195) rRIT1
WRITE (.2:0) CRIT2
WRITE (E.205) CRTT3
WRITE--(E.2101
WRITE (6.241) ITA(4).m=1.Nax,
WRITE (6.245) (uEill(r.Cqrz.R)...4=1.1AXI
WRITE (F,275) (c$.5s.:(4).p=1,4A()

WRITE (6.2F))
WRITE (6.285) (O=FT4tI).(U(N,I.JRDER).M=1.NAXI,I=1.MAX1)
WRITE (6,215)
WRITE (E.21-C) fET4r4).M=1,MAXI
WRITE (c.253) (WETA(M.C,CEW),4=1,4AX)
WRITE (6.275) (AE)0=1,44X1
WRITE (E,2F,:)
WRITE (6,2P51 (C.F.FTH(I).(w(4.I.Oi1ER).M=1,NAX),I=1,wAx1)
WRITE (6.229)
WRITE (6,240)
WRIT (6,2551 (tx,ITA(4) .m=1.H40
WRITE (6.?7) (PI-1SE(4).M.1,41XP
WRITE (6,290)

263
264
265
266
257
2o3
269
21]
27/
272-
273
274
275
270
277

279
230
?RI
232
253
LI4
255
236
237
253
2%9

291
292
293

295
29E--
297
293
299
10T
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I I 0 X 1ATE 77/08/14. PAGE 17
PRoGRAR STOF.=:E (I1 :PUT.O!iTPuT,T.10E6,y4FE7 =CUTPuT1

WRITE (6,285) (C5PTw(I1.(1X(1.1).1=1,m3,41,I=1.mAR1) 101

WRITE (0..2251 302
WRITE (5.240) (tT3(m),o-=1,mAx) 303
WRITE (6,7611 (A2E14(4)..,1,mAx, 104
WRITE (6.'75) (pwcsE(4)0,1,44x) 3C5
WRITE (6.280) 306
WRITt (5.28i) (0FFTH(I),(A7(1.7.1.4.1.mAx1.I.1.mAX1) 307
WRITE (6,2331 308
WRITE (5,24,) (.7TA(410,.1.1/X1 309
WRITE (6.265) (R!:ETA091,m=1,mAX) 313

WRITE_(6.2751 (RwASE1m1.e.l.mAX, 311
WRITE (6,2)19) 112
WRITE (5.2R5) (^ERTH(I),(PoYN(m.I),0.1.mAX),I=1.mAX1) 313
WRITE (5.235) 314
WRITE (5,243) (ETA(M),P=1,mAX) 315
WRITE (6,2731 (FTRT3(m),H=1,11X1 316
WRITE (6,2751 (PPASE(m),m=1,MAx) 317
WRITE (6.280) 118
WRITE (6.2)151 (7.7PTH(I).(0TOT(M.I1.m.t,mAX),I.1.MAX11 114
GC TO 16 320

110 STOP 321
322

115 FCRMAT (11HOENTER THE FCLLOWING wAvEPEIGHT, WATER CEPTH. WAVE PEI 723
100, LAmBOA, GRAVITY, ORCER./1 324

120 FORMAT (5F10.5.:E) 325
125 FCRMAT (49HOENTER THE FCLLOWING 411mX 9, NUMETA, NUmmO, NUMH, /) 325
130 FCRMAT (415) 327
135 FCRMAT (14H1 WevEHEIG) T.7x,IGHwATER3EPTH,EX,EHPERI07.8X,6HLAm9DA 323

1.6X,7HG;AviTy.3x.5HOwlEc,31.414NUmX.1X,6mNUHETA.3X,54NumH0.3x. 729
24HNUMMI 330

140 FCRMAT (5(3y.F10.5),31.5(12.5X),/1 331
145 FORMAT (43mOTHE LINEAR LAVE THEORY VALUE FOR <P1 IS ,F10.5./) 332
150 FCRMAT (81HOKH pFFR0ACHING INFINITE DEPTH USE LIMITING VALUE. HYOR 333

1CCyNAmICS WILL wCT C1wCE ,/1 314
155 FORMAT (24HO34EARIwG LIrIT EXCEL.D10,/1 335
150 FORMAT (5H0LAsTN,4x,2MKP,6X,64LAmi94,9X.311533,12X.3H9x3.1-2A.31465 --X15

112X.2HC1,13x,2HC21 337
165 FCPmAT (I4,2F10.E.5(3A,E12.51.//1 338
170 FORMAT (1HC.5A,1PA11.121.3HA13.12.3HA15.12X.314A22.12X.3HA24.12X. 333

13HA33,121,3H4351 340-

175 FCRMAT (6(E12.5.11),E12.5.//) 341
1R0 FCR48T (1H6.5Y.3wA44,12,3HA55.1.2X,34922,12X,3H324.12X,3HB44.12X, 342

12HC3.13A.2H(74) 343
1R5 FCRMAT (6(F17.5.-,Y),E12.5.//1 344
190 FORMAT (39H0THE RAVE CELERITY LENGTH /TIME EouALs ,F7,2./) '45
195 FCRMAT (17HJ4ICH 1PEaKlf.G WAJE RiTEPIA z..OUALS ,27.4/) 346
200 FCRMAT (5-pcKINERATIC FREAKING WAVE CRITERIA umAx/CELERITY EQUAL 147

1S .F7.3./1 348
205 FCRMAT (65H07yNARTC BREAKING WAVE CRITERIA A7.mAx/cRAvITy LOUALS 144

1,F7.3) 35J
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DATE 77/08/14.
PROGRAM FTOwES (INUT,:)UrfUT,TAr'E6.TAFE-7=CUTRUT)

(10Em1TH -:!cNTAL AND VALUES EVALUATE

PAGE 18TIOT
21C FORMAT T51

10 AT THE HATER Acfw::-= LETA IN JNTTS CF LENGTH/TImi ///) 352

215 FORMAT (154mITHF (-1"-IGAL JEL irvTRIluTIc(, H Av') VALUES EvALuATF1 351

IAT THE HATER SURFACE ,iETA IN ,INIT3 Cf: L..:NGTH/TImE ///) 35
__ _ 220 FORmAT (115H1THE HNI7cNTAL ACcEL cii31;HuTI0,) ANI VALUES EVALU 355

1ATE0 AT THE WaT,= I4 UNITE !".1. L':(46TH/T1,F-TI47 ///) 356

225 FCP'IAT (113mITHE vERTIC4L :.CCEL DIS7R11uTicN AZ ANC VALUES LVaLUAT 357
1EG AT THE wAT=.q SC=FAOL P7=TA I JNIT': CF LFNI7k/T/4:_rimE ///) 7;i

230 FORMAT (117miTHE DYNAMIC PEES'- .1ISTRIQUTION PJYN ANO VALUES EvALuA 359

iTEI AT THc HATE; ;,,u;fACE (-)ETA 11 UNITE JF L:NGTi, or ._An ///) 750

235 FC0mAT (11CH1THE Tr:!TAL FCES3 -)IST-21.7,11ICN PTOT Aril VALUES EVALUATE 361

10 AT TH=_ HATED SLRFAcE FTETA TN U(ITS OF LENGTH of HEAD ///) 362

240 FCcmAT (11H =_TA .1C(ix,f,.2» 353

245 FORMAT (1oH U-AA .10(3X,f7.-!)) 364

250 FORMAT (1CH .=T4 ,IZ(3X,F7.2)) 365

255 FCRmAT (10H AXETA .1C(3x,f7.2)) 366

260 FCPmAT (10H A7=Ta .10(3x,f7.?)1 367
265 fCRmAT (1JH PcETA ,1C(3x,f7.?
270 FORHAT (ICH PTETA ,1C(3x,f7.21) 354

275 FCRmAT (ION FwASF ,1C(3x,f7.21/1 370

280 FCRmAT (10H EE'TH) 371

285 FoRmAT ((1X,F9.2,1,;(3x,F7.2)/)) 372-

ENO 373_
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T I 0 Y PAGE 20VIE 77/0d/14.

SUBROUTINE 7Ey0

SL0-10UTIN7 7Ez0

ticm,v)

(KH.V)

PEAL KH 2

INTEGER V 3_
CCMMON /STOK1/ Bi3.135.055.01.C2 4

CCMMON /STCK2/ EC13,013E,935.CAI.C.42 5

5

C 7

V = 3

KH = 0.0 3

033 = 0.0 13

0A3T = 6.0 11

035 = 0.0 12

0A35 = 13

B55 = 0.0 14

BA55 = 0.0 15

C1 = 0.0 16

CAI = 0.0 17

C2 = 0.0 15

CA2 = 0.0 19

C 20

RETURN 21

ENO 22



7 I 0 V
SUBROUTINE EIGEN

77/05/14. PAGE 23ATE
(KH)

SURPOUTINE EIG.EN 0(H)
REAL KH.KO.KHNEW
COMMON /wAVE1/ H.1,
PI = 4.5*ATAN(1.C)

2

3

5

C SUBROUTINE COHRLI=:3 EIGEnVALUES rOR PROPAGATING MOCE 9' 6

NEWTON RAPHSON h:THC1 7

C 3

KO = (4.0*FI*PI*H)/(T*T*G) 9
13

C SET CCUNTEr FOR ITTERATICNS 11
12

M1 = 13

C
C TEST TO SEE IF CEEc WATEF E7TIM4TE 13 CORRECT

14
15
16

IF t(K0-3.141503).GE.0 .) GO TO 15 17
KH = KO 13

5 SH (EYr(KH)-E>(-10.)1/2. 19

CH = (EXP(KH)..EYr(-Kwi)/2. 20
TH = SH/CH 21
EPS = KO-K4TH 2-2-
.S.1. ODE = KH/(CH**2)*TH 23
KHNEW = KH+EPS/SLCFE 24

C 25

C TEST TO SEE Ir ERROR IS LESS THAN 0.0001 25
C 27

IF (A8S(KH-KHNEw).LE.I.E-4) GO TO 20 25

C 29
C TEST TO SEE IF N1I3ER CF 'ITERATIONS TS GREATEF THAN 20 30

C 31

IF (N.GT.2C) GO IC 10 32
N = N4'1 33

C SET OLD ESTIMATE FCR KH = NEW ESTIMATE rOR KH
34
35
36

KH = KHNEW 37

GO TO 5 35
10 WRITE (F.2G) 39

GO TO 25 40

15 KHNEW = KO 41
20 KH = KHNEW 42

PETURN 43

25 STOP 44
C 45

(43H THIS MADE FAS A NON-00W6ING NA4t NUH9c.R) 46

ENO 47-

119
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*TIOY OCT.": 77/08/14. RAGE 26

St9kOUTI1E CJEPS (KM)

SLPROUTINE GOERS p1(H)
2

C THIS SUIROUTINCALCULAIEE COEFFICIENTS RCOUIE7 TC CALCULATE 3

C KH AND LAH87A 4

5

REAL KH 6

CCrisiON /5TrK1/ .th13,135.r"5.C1,C2 7

CCMMON isTeK2/ e8ii,e83,385.5,c81.c82
CH (E..c4(KH)4(-KHI)/2.
SM = (ExR(KH)-E(-'(M))/2.
CC = CH4CH

13
11

SO = SHSH
C

12
13

Ai = 24.+CO4CO*CC.3.
A2 = 64.*SO*S1'SC

14
15

R31 = 41/452
43 = 144..CO*C0*C.5H

16
17

A4 = 384.4SH*SCCH 18

0833 = (A2*A3-A1m!4)/(82*42) 19

Al = -81.4CC*(-54.+CC*(E264.4C0.(-21316.+C04(4400.4C3*(70848.+CO4. 20

1(-208224.4.Ces3A127.)))))) 21

A2 = 1223PI.*(6.*CC-1.) 50-,6 -27

035 = 41/82 23

A3 = SH*(CH*(-1CP.+CC*(25356.+C1*!-130396.+C(1*(432003.4.00*(7014817 2.

i+CO4(-2498c-19..CCs1217c2.)) ) ),)) 25

44 = 147456.*CHf(SH.4134(6.4C1-1.)45H**11) 26

RA35 = (42443-4144)/(4,2442) 27

Al = 225.+CO*(-1r50.4CCe(-1303.4-C1*(7163.+CO*(-7283.+CO*(20160.+CO 23

1*(83660.+C04(-26.2770o-0041923110))»» 29

42 = 12280.*(6.*CO-1.).(8.*CO*C1-11.*C048.)*5o.*5 30

055 = A1/=.2 31

A3 = SH,(CH,(-2100.+C'1*(-7233.4,-.7,-(42qEJ.+CCc(-58241.4.004(2016C0.4. 12

1CC*(10041EC.+CCs(-3679CEL.+CO*1377030.)))))))) 33

A4 = 122RA.*1(5.*C11-1.).(32.*-Q-22.)*C'H*S-H**11,-(6C.Y-CC1+12.47SQ-if;T 34

1*(8.*CO*C1-11.*CC43.)*CH.SH444) 35

0455 = (A2*A3-Al*A4)/(A24A2) 36

Al = 8.*CO*CCO-1.149. 37

A2 = 3.*5.0*S 13

Cl = A1/42 39

A3 = SH*(32.*C04C-te..*CHI 43

A4 = 32.*SH*So.cl- 41

CA1 = (42#413-81*64)/(42447) 42

Al = 147.6,C0*(-1q.-!0.+CC*15944.4.004(-1003,fC4*(2597.4-C1,(-4096.4C0* 43
44

A2 = 517.*(6.*CC-1.1*SC,*5 45

C2 = A1/42 4-6
A3 = SH.CcH*t-leelo-C14(23776.+CO.t-6048.+CO*(207350,CO*(-40960.4- 47

1e0.46CFC.111))1 41

A. = 51.2..(i2.*cl-.cH**11+1!:.*'3H*Ci.*CH-1..)*SH.4,9) 44

CA2 = (A2*A3-41.L4(/(12*42) 53



t T 0.v

RETURN
tN0

=

.141E

5U3COUTINE CaErS 0041

121

17/C8/1.4. PAC'. 27

51
52-
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TIOY PATE 77/0d/14. P4GE 29

5Ue4CoTINE NE4Pv (Kr,LA.v)

SU9QOUTIN-7 NEt4 (K4,LA,v) 1

C 2

C CALCULATE T14.7 7.,LTA g-.1 AN) :ELTA LHI1A rr FINO THE ACTUAL VALUE 3

C OF KH ANO LAmr.A. TAI AN ITr;41:4:. P.0cS3 wi-.ICH IF
C NOT CORR:CT WILL TO THF. IAIA r-ROG:rAm WITH NE4 5
C VALUES Or KH ANC LAmICA. 6

C NRITTLN 9Y KLEINSCI-rCi. ANC! SIEGE?sTETT=R 1q7,.; 7

C 9

INTEGER V 13

REAL KH.Lt.KHt,Lel 11
CCWMON /WAV1/ 12
COMMON /SICK1/ ,=.73.135,r55,r1.C2 13

CCHmON /STC<2/ E33.EA4F..345.CA1.CA2 14
COMMON HO 15

C 16

CH = (Fx0(KHI+Exr(-KH)1/2. 17
SH = (EyP(KH)-,ARl-Ko.1)/2. 18

TM = SH/CH 19
ESP = 0.0LC01 20

FI = 4.E'ATAN(1.1) 21

C 22
FA.= (LA4R31.LA**34(.33:i4F551*LA44,51/K4 23

. OKHF1 = (-LA4(A.:3-133)*LA**34(KA*(9A3543A55)-(735+855)1*LA451/ 2.
11KH4KH) 25
OLAri = (1.4.3.*LI*L4 *334.5.*(135.3551*LA**4)/KH 26
F2 = KH*(1.4LA*LArr1+C2rL4.44).TH 27
DKHF2 = (fK3fLA.LA*C1 *K2*K44LA*44)/(CH.CH))+TH,.(1.4LA*LA*(C1f 28

ICA1 *KH)4(C?4CA24,x)rL1**4) 23
CLAF2 = KH*(1.4-2.LA*C144.,LA*L44LA,C?)*TA 13

11

DELA = nKHF?*(HC/(7.41)-F1)-9<Hr1 *(4.4rI*PI*H/(G*T*T)-F21 12
DELA = OrLA/(7LAF1*CKHF2-rKHFt.)LAF2) 33

nEKH = (46/(2.*H1-F1--,LAFI°OtiLA)/)K1rt 34

KP1 = KHfCEKH 35
LA1 = Lk+OrLA 16

IF (A3S(K11-KH).LT.ES-,.ANO.A3SCLAI-LAI.LT.ESP) V = 1 37

KH = KHI 33
LA = LA1 39

PETURN 40

ENO 41-
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TIOT+ OAIE 77/08/14. PAGE 31

:L,JRJUTIN.7 COEF'2 (KH)

SUBROUTINE DOEFS2 (v.H)

C
C THIS SUP2OUTINF CiLC:2La:eS THE coEFFici,7NTs USED TO
C OETFRmINE THE HYr70D7N4ri.; CHrTtc
C

2
3

REAL KH 6

COHmON /ST0K3/ A11.413,417.A22.424,413.A3,..:4..A5F.422.P240:44.C1. 7

1C4
CH = (LAP(KH)4-..:Y=(-KH))/2. 9

SH = (EAP(KH)-LAPI-KH)1/2. 10

CO = CH*CH 11
SC = sH*SH 12

13

C CALCULATION OF CCiFICIL.NTS 14

C 15

Ali = 1./SH 16

01 -00*(5.*C14.1.) 17

P2 = 5.*SH*45 13

A13 = Fl/P2 19

Pi = -(1,4.+CV.(-249.4q;C4(2641.+OO*1-1592.4-00*(-144).+CC*1184.1)))) 23

P2 = i535.*sii*.11 21

Al5 = Pl/P2 22

A22 = 3./(8.4,SC*SC) 23
24

A33 = (13.-4.*CC)/(04.*S1-**7) 75

Pi = le7.+CO'(-3/.-i4.+CC411F7C4..-s1-12e05.,C0*I-6300.+CO,(4224.+ ?6

ICOm512.))))1 27

P2 = 4C96..(6.*CC-1.)3SP"Ii 24

A35 = Pl/P2 29

P1 = (-197.+CO.(1115.+CC*(-616.4.01+80.))) 32

P2 1536.*(6.'CC-1.)5C**5 11

A44 = Pl/P2 12

Pi = -(-16245.4.CC*(163476.4.00*(-432000.+CO*(324100.+CQ*(-72481.4C0 33

--717*2850.»»1 14

P2 = (6.4C0-1.)4(5.*Cq*CC-11.3C143.14.61440.*SH"11 35

A55 = F1/P2 16

822 = (CH*(2.*C041.1)/(4..sw**1) 37

P1= cH.(21.+CC*(322.fCC4(-19?.+0J*(-704.+CC*272.)))) 35
P2 = 384.4SH*39 39

324 = F1/P2 40

PI = CH*1-21.4-CC*(106.+CC*(48.+C1*(-45.+CO*(-443.4.CO*76A.))))) 41

P2 . 384.*(6.*CC-1.)*SH.*4 42

B44 = Fl/P2 43

C3 = -1./(4..SH.Crl 44

Pt = -27.4471*(141.+CC*(-162.+C3*(3E.+CC412.111 45

P2 = 192.*CH.SH**9 46

C4 = Pl/P2 4J

RETURN 45

END 1.9-
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33* I I C Y * DATE 77/03/14. PAGE
SlP4OUTINE OR) (CO)

SURROUTINE 1r40 (C;0E41 1

C 2

C THIS SUliCIITINE iECCS CUT UNNEH3F.A'Y frIGHER CRIER 3

C COEFFICIENTS FCR TrIsC CP FIP1T 0,3E c THEORIES 4

c 5

INTEGER
CCM"ON /STO(1/ 073.335,E55.C1.C2 7

CC"ON /3T0.0/ 3'
IF (ORDER.E0.1) CC TO 5 9

IF (ORDLR.E0.3) r,O TO 10 10

GO TO 15 11

5 833 = 0. 12

0113 = C. 13

835 = 0. 14
9A35 = C. 15

855 = O. 16

81155 = C. 17

Cl =C. 19

CA1 = 0. 19

C2 = 0. 20

CA2 = 0. 21

GO TO 15 22

10 835 = 0. 23

8A35 = C. 24
a55 = G. 25

C2 = 0. 26

CA2 = 0. 27

15 CONTINUE 23

RETURN 29

ENO 33-
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T I 0 Y DATE 77/0A/14. RAG,: 35

SLPROUTIVE 3q01 !ORTEP1

SVIROUTINE ORg1 tOPCER1 1

c 2

C THIS SUlkrINTIK= 7ERC3 CUT UNNi^R.3SARY HIC,Ht_R ODE R 3_
C COEFFICIENTS r:: TwIRE OR FIRST 03FR THEORIES 4

C 5

INT,:GEP ORDER 6

CCIMON /STCK3/ ..11013.415.622.424.633.435.A44.A55.P22.924.544.C3. 7

1C4 3

IF (CROER.E).11 GC TO 5 9

IF (OROEP.E0.3) CC TO 10 13

GO TO 15 11

5 413 = 0. 12

A15 = O. 13

A22 = O. 14

424 . O. 15

A33 = O. 16-

035 = O. 17

A44 = G. 13

A55 = O. 19

022 = 0. 23

824 = O. 21
22

C3 = O. 23

C4 = O. 24

GO TO 15 25

10 415 = O. 26

A24 = G. 27

435 = O. 2i

A44 = O. 29

A55 = O. 30

824 = 0. 31

844 = O. 32

C4 .- O. 33

15 CONTINUE 34

RETURN 35

END 36-
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T I 0 Y DATE. 77/38/1.4. PAGE 11

PROGRA0 0ERTA (INPuT.3D(Fut,TAPE6,TAFE7=OUTRUT)

PROGRAM nFFTA (INcUT.OLIUT.T6.7AP,--_7.0uTFUT1 1

INTLG=F
P,-"AL 0.4.4.40((5/9"(iPi""7.1KLIN 3

CIMENSIC4 U1(1'.7,10.14)11 02(1:,111C,3)* 03(15,10,2), Li4(15 4

1910). UT(15,11/, 4(15.1C,51. W1(15.13.41, w2(15,10,3), w3(16,1c,2) 5

2. W4(15.1)). wT(15,1J). L1(15.51, U.11(17...). UA2(15,(1, 043(19.2). 6

UA4(151, (JU(1E). W.1E.5). WA1(15.4). w42(13,31. W43(15,2). W44 7

4(15). WelT(1). C'ELFT(I5.12), 1 ii,r4(is). FO(15.1J), FO4(16), DEPTH
5(10), PHASE(151. ETA(18)
CCNIMON /W4VE1/ F.T.
CCMMON /STOK1/ F:3.135..:55.C1.C2
COmiON /STOK2/ 1533. E13'.3555.051.032

9

10
11
12

COMMON /STOK3/ A11.413,A16.A22.424.A31,135.A44.A55.122,924.844.C1. 13

1C4 14
COMMON 143 15

BLANK = 1H 16

PI = 4.E*ATAN(1.C1 17
18

C 0E110 IN VALUES CF 19

----E -----HO =WAVEHEIGHT 23

C H = WATER n,,,TH 21

C T=WAVE FEPIOD
C LA=LA49CA, NINII'ENSIONAL OclER COEFFICIENT (3.11 23

C G = GRAVITY IN S-I CR FT-LB-SEC SYSTEM 24

C 25

READ (5,75) H7,H.T,LA,G 25

C 27

C READ IN THE NUPFE; CF FCINTS TO 3E CALCULATED 23

NUMX = NUm9=2 CF FTS IN THE X JIEC'ICN (MAX = 131 24
NUMETA = NUA3E=. CF ?13 IC BE CALDJLATED 130VE THE SWL TO THE 30

C WATER SURFACE 31

C 32
READ (5,801 NUmX.NUMETA 33

34

WRITE (6,8E1 35

WRITE (F.CC) HC,H.T,LA,G 36

CALL EIGEV (KH) 77

C 33

C THIS SUBROUTIVE WILL IETERMiNE A rIRST GUESS OF TH,', VALUE (KH) 33

er LINEAR WAVE THEORY 43
41

WRITE (5,Q5) KH 42
43

CHECKS FOR INFINITE CEPIH AND 33EAKING LIMIT 44
C 45

KLIN = KM/H 46

IF (KH.LT.72.01 GC TO 10 47

KH = 22.0 48

H = 22.j/KLIN 43

TH = 1.E 53
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T I PLC,: 12D V OATP 77/3o/14.
P21GRA8 PTA (INDUT.OUTT.TA0E6,TAPc7=CUTRUT

WRITE (R,1021 51
GO TO 18 52

10 TH = (EAP(KH)-E.fiEt-WH))/(E_XECKH)+,,xo(-..1)) 53
15 /5 CRIT1 = 0.1.424TH 54

He = HO/T"2 55
H84 = (1.7*,-,RIT1o)/(7*EI) 56
IF (H8._ LT.HR4) GC TO 30 57

WRITE (5.105) 59
WRITE (2.105) 59
GO TO 70 50

20 CONTINUE 61
CO 25 N=1.2) 52
CALL COEFS (KH) 63
CALL NEWRV (KH,LA.v) 6.
LASTN = N 65
IF (V.E0.1) GO TC 30 66

25 CONTINIV 67
30 CONTINUE 63

WRITE (5.113) 69
WRITE (5.115) 70
CALL GOERS?. (KH) 71
WRITE (6.120)
WRITE (8.125) A11.A1.3.415012201240)73.A35 73
WRITE (6.130) 74
WRITE (6.175) A440:65.922,224.344.C3.C4 75

C

c
rc
77

C CCW7TANTS USED
KAPPA = THE WAVE NU.2EP TWO PI /L 79

C CSTAR = DISPEiSICN EGUATIJN C = 3OPTTG T-41,H(KHT) 87
C K(J) CONSTANTS EC4 SO.HATION ON THE 0,DE;, OP THE WADE THEORY
C 1001 = cr(+srAnT,:. 04 TH. CR)Ek OR T47---W-AVt-. PPUILL ?7
C 8 = BERNOULLIS CCNSTANT 13

9.
KAPPA = Kw/H 85
CH =
SH =

(E2(K41)4cA,E(-KH))/-2-.
(E.A.2(KHI-L,..(-KH)1/2.
=

-40

87
CSTAR
= (LA*LAc734C4*/04)/KAPRA

S),ET(G.(IH/CH))
89

C 15
K(1) = LA(41.14.L!LA4(A13+LALAA15)) 11
K(2) LALa*(A274.LALA424) 42
K(7) = (4334LA1.18751*LA**3 q3

K(41 =

K(5) = 45=.,*L9**5 95
90

KP(1) = LA 97-

KPf21 = LA*LA*(22.-LA*LA*124) 98
Kp( ?) = (2,334LA*It*191LAv*3 99
KP(1.1 = g.i.LA*. ITS
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PAGE 13

101

I I I 0 Y 'ATE 77/08/14.
pRoGpAH oERTA (INqUT,OATPu1.TA0F6.TAPE7=CUTPUTI

KR() = 355*LA3
C 102

CALCULATION Or THE 4A C,:LERITy 103
104

C = CSTAR*SORT((loLl*LA"C1FC?fLe0P+4)/K4PPA) 105
106

C CALCULATE THE mAYIHUm VALUE or TH,: WATE SUPFCE PROFILE 102
C 103

ETAMAX = (KP(1).KP(2)4wF(3)+KP(4)4)(P(5))/KApp4 103
C 110

C CALCULATION OF THE Gcit4NING PERIODIC ANO EXPONENTIAL FUNCTIONS 111
THREE N-TEJ OC LCOPS THE 112

C 1ST OE F ON: HL = WA,(7L=1,.'WH 113

C Fcrim ZETA (AT THE FAZE SU.RFE( TO Z=-H (THE MW) LINE( 114
C 3R0 OVER THE WAVE OROIR 115

116
C 117
C M = AR.Y MRT wAVELENGTfr. CEPENOEHT UPON DISPLACEMENT IN THE 113

X OIRECTICN 119
C I = ARRAY FIR]. lErTH, 7ERENCENT UPON OISFLACEm.ENT IN THE
C Z DIRECTION 121
C J = ORDER Cr THE WAVE THEORY 122
C 1-5 RRECEEOING (,I, J) SIGNIFIES )Irr7RENTIATICN OF Or0ER N, WU 7 123
C . 124
C U 1-5 (4.I.J) = f-CIZONIAL VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIcN 125
C W 1-5 ('.I,J) VERTICAL VELOCITY CISTRIOUTION 126
C DELP 1-5 (m.I.J) THE CHINGE Or 2(-,; VAT TjmE 127

C PO(M.I) THE CYF3mIC P4ESSLkr 3ISTRIRUTION 124

C ETA(m) = WAVE FR0rILE 129
130
131

APGX = PI/FLOAT(NUHX) 132
MAX = NU4x41 133
ARGETA r -1.3/rLCAT(NumETA) 134
MAXI = NTIETAF1 135
DC 65 m=1.HAX 136
NX = m-1 137
CO 50 I=1.mAX1 133
NZ = I-I 133
CIUMETA = O. 143

OU = 0. 141
Cut = O. 147

0U2 = O. 143
OUT = C. 144
OU4 = O. 14i
OW = 0. 146
Owl = O. 14,7

OW2 = 0. 14i
0W3 = 0. 149
CW4 = 0. ,57
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14

151

* 7 / 0 Y * DAT:7 77/J4/1L.. PAGE

PROGRAb PT A (INrUTOU7PuT.IPE6,71F:7=CIFTPo7)

FLP = O.
ELF/ = C. 152

ELP2 = C. 153

.P3 = G. 154

ELP4 = C. 155

OUA = O. 156

OUA1 = C. 157

nA2 = C. 154

OUA3 = C. 159

OUA4 160

OWA = 0. 161

CWAI = 0. 152

DWA2 = G. 163

OWA3 = C. 164

OWA 4 = G. 165
16i1T--ELPA = O.

ELPAI = 0. 167

ELPA2 = O. 164

ELPA3 = 0. 163

ELPA4 = O.
THETA = FLOAT(NX1*ARGX 171

CELZ = ETAHAX*(1..A-iGETA*rLOAT(NZ)) 172

DEPTH(I) = DEL? 173

CO 40 J.1.5
CS = COS(THETA*FLCA7(1)) 173

SN = SIN(THEIALCAT(i)l
SH (EYP(KH*FLCAT(11)-iXP(-104*PLUT(J)1)/2. 177

CH = (EXP(KH*FLCf7(1),+,1xF(-K4*rLOATIJ)))/2.
PTA(M) = wr(J)*CS40UmETA 179

u(m.I.J) KIJI*rLOAT(J)*CH*C3+7U 180

Wtm,I,J1 = K(J)*PLOATCJI*SH*SN.lw 181

DELP = K(J)*FLCAT(J)*71-*CS4ELF 13e

IF (J.GE.5) GO TC 75 153

= K(J)*FLOAT(J)*FLOA7(1)*',H*CSOU1
mitm,1.J1 = K(J)4r1Ca701*FLOA7(1)*CH*SN4-061

----1i4
143

DELF1 = K(JI*FLC!1(11*FLCAT(1)*SH*CS+ELF1
IF (J.GE.4) Go 7c 3; 117

U2(M,I,J) = Kll)*(6LC:17(J)**31*:40U2 114

W2(M.I.J) = KIJ)*(FLCAT(J)**3)*SH*5.4.-5W2 119

DELP2 = KO)*(FLCAT(j)**3)*CH*C34LP2 113

IF (J.G.3) GO 7C 15 /91

--------U3(H.I.J) = K(J)*(FLCAT(J)**4).3,1*CS+1U3 192
W3(4.I.J) = K(J)*(PLCATIJ)**41*7,1*Sy+Cw3 153

CE LP3 = K (FL CAT (J)LI 9C3LP3 154

IF (J.GE.2) GO TC 35 195

U4(M,I1 = KfJ)*1;1017(J)**51*CH*1S+0d4 111

w4(4,I) = K(J)*(FLJAT(J)**11*S4*3,1414 197

CELF4 = K(J)*(FLCAT(J)**5)*CH*C14tLP4
35 CONTINUE' 153

CUME74 = ETA(4)
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1A1,7 77/G3/14. PAGE 15
PROGRAP DrT fINPUT,1UTPq1 .TAP=F.TAFE7=CUTPUTI

DO = U(M.I,J) 231
CUt = Ul(m.I,J1 20?
OU2 = U2(1.I.J) 203-
DO! = U3(m.I.J) 214
OU4 = U4(m.r) 205
ow = W(m.I.J) 206
cwt 1.11(m.I,J) 207
OW? = W2(m,I.J) 20d
OW3 = W7(1,I,J) 209
CW4 = W4(m,I) 210
PLP = DILF 211
ELPI = CELP1 212
ELP2 = 'ELF? 213
ELP3 = OELP3 214
ELF. = OELP4 215

40 CCNTINUE 215
ETA(M1 = ETA(4)/YaPDA 217
IF fETA(4).GF.CE1Z1 GO IC 45 211
UT(M,I1 = BLANK 219
wT(Y,I1 = PLANK 220
PO(M,I) = BLANK ??1
GO TO 5C

45 CONTINUE 223
U(11,I,F) = C*U(m.I.5) 224
U1(m.I,4) = C*011Y,I,..F.FELZYKAPPA 223
U2(4.1,3) = (C*U?(Y.I:3).7(KAPPAY1'.:1,2)7..21/2. 226
U3(M.T..?) = (C*U1(m.I.2)*(KA004*DELZ)**31/6. 227
U4(M,I1 (,7*u4(Y.T1Y(KAppaYoEL21*.»1/24.
W(M,I,5) = rYw(Y.T.5) 229
W1(1.I.4) = GYKAPPAY',.1(Y.I.4/*OE17 233
W2(M,S.7) = (C*1.2(m,I.3,*(K.:P044)E17_)421/2. 231
M3(M.I,2) = (C*1.1(m,I,2)*(KAP=A71ELZ)**71/6. 272
W4(m,i) = (C.A4(Y.I1Y(KcFPAYOE171..4)f24. 233
0E10 = -C*C'OELP 234
OELP1 = -CI_F17<APF071CLZ 235
CEL°2 = -(CYr:"-CE1=27(APFA.:=L7.14.21/2. 236
OELP3 = -(c*CL=3*(<4=(:,.7.L.7)*.7)/. ?77
CPLP4 = ?7i
UT(1.I) = 11(4.1,31021(m,',4w12(4,I,3)+0(m.i,2)+U»(m.I) 239
wT(m,T) = W(M.I,F1rw1(..I.4)«42(m.I.314-43(m,I,2)4.w.,(1.I)
CELPT(M.I) = (3E1c4.CE1+0ELP?4.1EL074,3E,.P41/G 241

C

C

242
VELOCITY HEM) CALCULATIC(.3 243EP 1- U vA;TaiLI 24»

C WAF 1-5 = W vAFIAlLE 245

eAF =
24,1

RAc (r3C*34F)/(?..G) 25)



= (r.)1vm 
E.6e Iv01J).1i » = (1w)ivn 
Ebe :)1. CV (C-iVr) J1 

Lb2 = ?vd130 
= WW)2V4 

S62 2triC4S.:*i,:i*li**(r)ly312,1.A1» = Ir't,avn 

162 Iv01:1'SC,o-S*((11vOlJr(r)ler1J*tr))t = 1Vd130 
2t.:2 Ttfmr4Ns,,,0*4r)iv*(r)1y011*(c) = tr'w)1VM 
162 Tvra--3,,,S.tr)ivol..(f)ivC1,.(1»4 = (rw)Tvn 

s:5 Di 05 ti.-29*r) dr 
rd1::-.+SN-0.-(f)i7313+fr) = yd130 

4-tZ :(..+N-z.s.,(r)1c:13. (1 )>1 = trioni 
Lb2 anC4s3,,).tr)1rJli*(r)A = (r.H)01 
5h2 .2/(l(f)ipC1=o,>-)0(;-((111t,01J.HA)d)(3) = HS. 

S62 '2/((tf)IrUl,:m>-laY.-.4(1)17)1J*i,A)c(3) = H3 
t(fliv:13 .V1-:TH1ANTS = NS 

14,2 ((f)1v31J.v12H1)503 = SD 
2112 S'l=r 09 00 
lbc 3 

SNOLLICN03_010114A:j.0_0AA_0Q_N3 IIV1(1.31V3 

bL2 
5_4Z_ 

LL2 1Es1I4)1,1133.H1-JA)- = w)Od 
9L2 3 

Sa E417m.2Jcm+T37m+37A42Jvi-+2AvE,,T317E+Jr3 = 1,13A 

49.*9)/(1**(712.3.Vody).3.:,*iirm) £31104 

1L2 13VM 
ZA2 (9**i) i12 *.till=0ArVddVA).J*0:ZJM) = 2.1VM 

1LZ 
C42 -(2'I'w)1m)*(i'Violma24(I'VolIP*(11'4)Tm.(1)2m.ill'I'i0M-T 
692 (2 Iwlm)*1( 1'I'k)2m-42'I'id2h)*(1'1'1.)m4(I'I'6)24*(T.1.014 = z.ittm 

192 9/41-13:j*vjdrA,),0*Tjvm) = TAvm 
L9c 
592 'wlm-(2I'10M)+II,l'w)Tm*t(T'I'W)m-(2'1'10m)4(li'l'6)1m-(16I'w)IM)T 
552 = IdyM 
,92 (0**:1 /(Aum.0*0) = JVM 
192 1(2 I'ii)m-(£' T'A)r).(11Ii,)m-(2'I'A)m)**2+((2'I'w)m-2 
222 WI'i0m)*(T'I'4)m.-24112'1'..)m-(1I'vom)*(I'I'A)4*'2((T'Iw)m-421 
192 ttIi,)m-(2I = Jirm 

741NIIN03 OS 

052 
652 
652 
L52 

552 
.52 
152 
252 
1L.2 

(0.'7)/(Z**(717JIcJ0).03*2A7P) = 2JV8 
(Wp(4)In2 
-(VI!6)Tn)*(V1,6)1n**2411'iwrEf,(T1*wiTr.+(tI,A)Zn.tiT'I'1011-i 

WI'14711)-#1l1I4)2n-(2I,A)7m)*(11'w)n4(rp.)71.(1I,.)n = 2iva 
= IAtfa 

In)t (II' .4)In-IeIw) in). I WIG 
orl-(2' )( I) 11' I .k.) In*C CI' I' i4 (241 11 I «71k)In-Ci*IuTr1)7 

= IJOB 

linoin0=L-Jd719,eviIninindNI) v19 3J 4v55CMJ 
91 :970 *,1/0/L2 31vC .AGI1 

TUT 
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I 0 V rr 77/35/14. PACE 17
p?pG;A. PE;TA (INPur,,JUTDur.r.:PE(;04rE7=CUTPUTI

OELPA3
IF (J.(.'1 GO rc 55
UA4(w) = K(J)*(cLcArt»)*C4*.2C+CuA4
WA CM) = K J ) ( rt.:0.T J) '42`4
OELPA4 = Kti)*(PLCAT(J)**5).C4*C3#-ELPA4

55 CCNTINUE
DIA = u6(4..11
OUA1 =
COL? = ua2tm,j)
CUAl = uA7(m.J)
OUA4 = 0114(ml
CwA = wA(m..i)
OhAi = wAi(M,J1
OWA2 = WA2(4,j)
CWA3 = W33(4.J)
OWA4 = wA4(w)
ELPA = CELPA
ELPA1 = OELPAL
ELPA2 r IELDA2
ELPA3 = 0,,LPA3
ELPA4 = OEL0A4

60 CCNTINUE
UA(4.5) = CgUA(4.5)
UA1(M,4) = C*UA1fm,4)*KerPA.ETA(m)
UA2(4.7) = (C12(,3)
UA309.21 = (C*um7(4,2).(K4P.=rA(4) ).47)/6.
UA4(m) = (C.UA4u.)*(KAFpG4ErA(m».*41/24.
wA(m.5) = C*wA(m.5)

WA2(M,3) = (C*wA2(4.7)*(KAP044Era(m))*42/2.
wA1(w.2$ = (C*wA7(",21*(KAPPA*.ETA(4))*431/6.
WA4(M) = (C.WA9(k)*(wAPc(4TC(1))t=41/24.
CELPA =
CELPA1 = -C.CoAl'i<AcrA.,TA(M)
CELFA2 = -VFrA7+0A0P8.-ETA(1)14.21/7.
OELPA3 = -(C*C*tTELPA3*(KAppn.-ErA(9)1*.3)/6.
OELPA, = -(C.C*7-,Lpa,,*(vtprAt,1))4.41/24.
UAT(M) IJA(1,64UAl(1,41,UA2(4,3)4.uA3(4.2)44(9)

C

301
"12
103
304
705
706
'717

303
303
310
311
312--
313
31.
115
316
717
319
313
720
321
122
323
324
325
125
327
379
329
330
731
332
733
334
335
336
137
339

WAT(M) = wt(1,5) A1(4.4).w42(m,3)+4a70,,2)+:..1404.1 334
OELPTAIwl = (0cLF;140ELF41_LcA2+1ELPA34-)ELPA41/5 740

341
8ADA = uA04.11.LA(m.1)4(eAcm.2)-uA(9,1»*.24-2..uA0..1.).(uAtm.2)-ut. 142

1(w.1))42.,uA(4.11*ciA(m.7)-oA(4,71)4-.7.*LArm.1)*(UA(m,4)-uA(m.3))42 343
2.*(uA(....21-uAl-.1»*(uAcH.1)-ua(4.2) 344
,N3r4 = (C4C+41PA)/(2.*C) 345
aArAi = LJA(m,1)*Liitm,i).uA(1,1).(u:.1(m.2)-uAlt'i,t))..u.a(m,ipw(upl 3.5

104.3)-UA1c",,?».2)-(J:(...1)14uA1 tm.1).-(u3 CA,2)-UA(m.1))0(1141 747
2(m0)-1141(m.1))4fta0,.3,1-U3C.,.?)).U41(p.1) 349
9AcA1 = 744
EACA2 U.(4,1)41.t2(m.1)4.Ulcm,i),(2)-UA?lm,11)+(eAtm,2)-U4(m
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I I 0 Y 04"= 77/04/11. PAO2 19

FROG/A. PERT; (INFUT.OUTPUT.T,1PE6,TAPE7=OUTPUT)

1.1))*OA2(m.114-UAt1m.1)*IfIlm.1.1+7.1'111(..1).(Ur1(1.21-CA1(m.111 'SL

BAFA2 = (04F42*C1C1(,<APPA't"4(m))..21/(2.*G1 352
8AFA3 = ua(4,1).L.03(4.i)+1..ual(1.1)*ta:(4,1) 353
8AFA3 = (8AF4360c,PRA.5T4(m1).'"1/(5.*G1 354

355
WAFA = wa(m,i).1.:(...1)«ci,a(P.,;2)-wA(m.1))..24-2....wA(!..1)*(wA(m,2)-wA 355

1(M.1))+2.'w4(m.1)*(wA(m.3/-14a(4.211.2.*wA(m.11.(WA(m,41-wA(m,31)+2 157

2.*(WA(M,,)-wA(4,1))*(44(w,3)-w4(1,211 154
WAFA = (W4F4 *C*61/(7..G) 359
WAFA1 = wA(1.111(4,1)+4A(4.1) *(1441(4.2)-wAl(m,1)14wA(4.1) *(wAl '63

1(m.31-WAI(m.2114(43(H.21-wA(1.111.w41(4.1)4.(41(m.2)-WA(M,11)*(RA1 251
2(m.2)-WA1(H.1)1.(t.1(4,31-wL(4,2)).wAl(m,1) 362

WAFAI = (wAF41c,Of<4'-,Fr.:TA(411/, 363
WAFA2 = wA(1,11*RA21H..1.14,1.,11.(14.12(m.21-wA1(4,1.1) +(WA(H.2)-wa(m 354

1,1))*WA2(m.11fRA1(4,114RAI(m.1)+2.*4.110'.11.(w41(m.21-WAI(M,11) 155

WAFA2 = (wAPA267*(Ka=p4*ETA(411447)/(2.1.61 366
WAFA3 = wA(40.1.4a3(m.114.1.1441.(1.11.w32(4.11 357
WAWA.; = (wAFA3*6*C*(A4PFA*ETA(4))**;1/(6.*G1 354

359
V61.HA = 84F.I+84;4143AFAE4.146434-A1FA44AFII4w4F124,A=A3 37J
FCA(m1 = -(iELHeCELPTA(P148) 371
PHASE(M) = (A75x*PLCATINA)*130.1 /PI

65 CONTINUE 373
WRITE IF,14.-.0 374
WRITE (6.1551 (ETI(4),H=1,mAX) 375

WRITE (6.16G) (C,13(11.e=1,HAA) 375
WRITE (6.175) (FFASE(41.V=1,44)(1 377
WRITE (6.110) 374
WRIT: (6.115) (CEPTH(T).(UT(4.11.4=1,4Ax),I=1.HAXI.) 379
WRITE (5.145) 343

WRITE (5.155) (6't(m)01=1.HAX) 311

WRITE (6.165) (RJT(M).Y=1,maA) 7.42

WRITE (6.175) (61-ASE(1.m=1,440 313
WRITE (6.140) 334
WRITE (6.115) (C=PTH(I).(wi(M.I).m=1.mAX),I=1.HAXI) 395
WRIT= (5.1501 345
WRITE (6,155) (613(m),H=1,44X) 707
WRIT= (6.17,;) (_')(°), =1.'+4X1 1R4

WRITE (6.1751 (PI-ASE(m),V=1.4Ix1 319
WRITE (5,14G) ---111

WRITE (6.115) (CEPIH(i),(P0(m.I1.4=1,mAA),I=1,PAX1) 391

?() STOP
399

75 Fc=mAT (5F13.5) 1q4
10 FORMAT (215) 195

A5 F0=44." (1tH1 w4V...6FI5Hr.17,10m44TEC=.97H.5X:6HPE=TOC.7X,6-HLAH81A.7) 715
1.7HGRAVITY) 117

------90 FO=mAT (5iF10.5,1fl1 -313
q5 rco4ar (4114;1-14, L1N7e-) TH7)zY 4aup,_ C0= <F IS .=10.51 3'14

10A FORMAT (IIHJKm 466.0,40HIn.5 .15I,IrE )"=TH US.. HYg;
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T I 1 V DATE 77/U1/14. PAG:i. 19
FROGPA PPPrA (INPU T,OJTPUT,TAP.:-.6,TAFE7=CUTPUTI

ionyNAMICS WILL IFFT r.HANLF ,/) 411
105 FC7,4.1T q4:!gINC LIP1T EXCEE11,/) 402
110 FCRM4T (g,HCLASTN,4,2Hio-,;,A,6 HL441C:1,PY.'H133.12)1.3H935.12X,3HP55. 403

112X,2HC1.13X.2HC21 404
115 FCRMAT (I...2P11.F,5(3(.,:12.51,////1 415
120 FCRMAT tiw0.6x,311..10,3mA1-1,12x,3mA15,12X,3HA22,12X,3HA24.12X, 405

13I-A31,12X.3;4A35) 407
125 FORMAT (5(E12.C.'x).E.12.5.///) 411 '

130 FCRMAT (Imr,5x,31,544,12).311A55.12x,3m122.12X.3 4024,12X.3He44.12x. 409
12HC3,13A.2mC41 410

135 FCPmAT (6(712.5.2A),E12.F1 411
140 FCRMAT (9-1H1TH= rCPI7CNTAL JCL LIST U ANJ VALUES EvALuATED AT 7,47 412

1WATP0 SURPAGE *ETA TN LNITS OP LENGHT/TIME ///) 413
145 FCRMAT (16H1THE VEL LIST b ANC VALUES EVALUATED AT THE WA 414

iTLR SURFACE wETA TN LNITS 0r LEs(,rH/T:4: ///) 415
-------150 FCRMAT (1C2H1THE PRESS lIST PC AN] VALUES EVALUATED Al THE 4i6---

1 WATER SURFACE PC.F.TA IN UNITS OP LENGTH OF HEAT) ///) 417
155 FCRMAT (1:M ,:-.1.1 ,1c(3x,R7.211 415
160 FORMAT (11H ViTA ,1e(IX,F7.?)) 419
165 FCRMAT (1CH FETA .10(3X,F-.2)) 423
110 FCRMAT (10H PrETA ,1,;(3X,F7.21) 421
175 FORMAT UGH RI-ASE .1C(3X.F7.7)/) 422.--
190 FORMAT (11H CEPTH) 423
la5 FORMAT ((1X,P9.2.10(3X.F7.2)/)) 424

ENO 425-
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OATE 77/03/14. PAGE 22

I

T I C r
EU9cOuTINE. EIG7N ( <H)

SURROUTINL sIGF_N (KM)
REAL KH.K0,<NN=l.
COMMON /w4VE1/ 3

PI = 4.C*AT4N(1.C)
C

C SUBPOUTINc COMRLIES EIGENVALUES FOP 0POPAGATING MOLE 3V 6

NEWTON ,AcwSON 7

C a

KO = (4.0*FI*PI"W(T"T'G) 9

C 10
SET COUNTER F0P ITTERATICNS 11

C 12
N = 1 13

C 14
C TEST TO SEE IF CEEP WATEF ESTIMATE IS CCRRECT 15
C 16

IF ((K0-3.141593).GE.0.) GO T3 15 17
KH = KO

5 SH = (EXP(KN)ExctKm)//2. 19
CH = (EXP(KH)4ExF(KH)1/2. 20
TH = SH/CH 21
EPS = KCKH*TH 22
SLOPE = KH/(4.E)4.TH 23
KHNEW = KMFPS/S1CcE 24

25
C TEST TO SEE IF ERROR IS LESS THAN 0.0051 26
C 27

IF (AIS(KHKHNE4).LE.1.E-4) GO TO 20 23
29

TEST TO SEF IF N1mPER CF ITTE,ZATIONS IS GREAT=P THAN 20 30
C 31

IF (N.GI.20) GC TC 10 32
N = Nfi 33

C 14

C SET 010 S51IHAT.,_ FOR KH = NEW ESTIMATE FOR KH 35
C -36

KH = KHNEW 37
GO TO 5

10 WRITE (F.30/ 39
GU TO 25 40

15 KHNEW = KO 41
20 KM = KHNEW 4Z

RETURN 43
25 STOP 44

C 45
30 FCRHAT (43H THIS hAvErAs A N^NCINPIGINC- HAVE ricp,9,v 46

ENO 47
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T I 0 Y 'ATE 77/08/1L. RAGE 23
ItWOUTINE COErS (10-4)

SUP2OuTTN: COErS foil 1

C 2
C THIS SUn2OUTINE rALCULAT3 CO5FFICINT: =E'CUIQE1 TC CALCULATE 3

C KH AND LAP3OA
C 5

REAL KH 6
CCNMON /STrK1/ 911.371.155.C1.C2 7

C0540N /STCK2/ 2!3.3,EA3A55.CAI,CA2 8

CH (ExP(K.1)4,Ac(...(H))/2. 9
Si = (EXR(KH)-Ercl-gpl1/2. 10--
ro = CH*CH 11
SC = SH*SH 12

13
rALCULATION OF LNKNON CcEFFI:I4TS 333 ANO dA33 14

C 15
Al = 24.*CC*CO4C1+1.
02 = 64.'SC*SO*SC 17
931 = 01/02 15
03 = 144..CO*CC*rSH 19
Al. = 384...SH*SCCH 2)
3033 = (A2+413-01404)/(42*A21 21

22
. CALCULATION OF 235 ANO E435 23

C 24
Al = -61.*C0*t-r4,.+i:C*(E2644-^1*(-21315.+CC*(51.000.4-00*(70848.4C0* 25

1(-2C8Z24.4.CO*312°.)))))) 26
A2 = 12295.4(6..CC-1.)*SC**6 27
835 = 01/02 28
A3 = SH.COP*(-100.4C.:4(25056.4-00*(-1301r6.+CO.(432C90.+CC*(7G3430. 29

1CO*(-2413631.4CC*1233752.)111111 30
A.. = 14/456.*CP4(SH++13.(6.4C)-1.)*SH.*111 31
8A35 = (A2*.13-41*A.1/(A2*421 32

C 33
C CALCULATION or 955 ANJ E055 -34
C 75

Al = 225.CC*(-1E50.4CC*(-1301.4C1*(7160.+CC*(-72C.+CC4(20160.+CO /6
l*l91630.4.CC.(-2,2277'J..-CE*1--37011.11)1),) 37
A2 = 1223,:.4(6.,CC-1.)*(b.*CO*7.7-11.*C0+3.)43:23 33
855 = 81/02 39
A3 = SH*CCH.(-21:10-CO*(-72:0.400*(4216;.+CO*1-53240.4.00*(2316Z0.4- 40-

1C0*(1.Cr41C.4.,Y,t-357i0°C.i.C)*S;7233.1)11111) .1
Ay = 1223A..((6.,C1:-1.1,(32..^,O-22.)*CHSq..11+(60.*C0+12.*SO-13.) 42

43
8.:65 (42.41-41*t41/14242, 44

C 45
CALCULATIW, OF T- UNKKCWN COEF3. C1sr.2,C41,042. 46
Al = 47
A2 = 3.$O.SO 48
C1 = 41/4.' 49

-----------43 SH*(32.*CC*CH-16..04) 51
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'TIOY 3ATE 77/GA/14. PG !L 2'

!C1ROUTINE COEcS (KH)

A4 = 32.*SH.Stl*Cr
CAI= (A2,153-Al.A4)/(124A?,

Al = 147..CO*(-1q3).+CCt5944.4.C1.(-11C?.+CO*(2542.+CO*(-4096.4,C0*
13E40.) 1)11
A2 = 512.*(6.*CC-1.)*St:'.5
C2 = Al/A2
A3 = SH.(CH.(-766C.+C1*(23776.4G,Iff-5C41.4C0*(2073E.CC4(-4J950..

1C0.4608C.11))))
A4 = 512.*(12.*C$.*SH"11+1111.*C44-(5.*C1-.-1.)*SH*49)
CA2 = (A2*A3-Al*A41/(A2*A2)
RETURN
ENO

51
52
53
54
55
56
7

53
S9
60
51
62
53-
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T/0Y DATE 77/08/14. FAG: 29

SU6r;OUTIN=.: 4Ew0V (Km,LA,V)

SUEIPOUTNE NEHPv (04.L.I.v)
C

2

C CALCULATE THE '7FLT 3 KN P0.3 OELTA LR4'3C4 TO FIVO THf ACTUAL VALUE 3

C OF KH AN3 L116)11. iI IS AN I7-:AT:q.r. C) criss WHICH IF

C NOT CO=c-70T WILL -;ETL' TO TH;: ==c;Ram WITH NE 5

C VALUES Q KH 44C LamE1A. 6

C WRITTEN IY KLEIN74:CTH AND STTfq lq75 7

C
8

NTEGEP v 9

REAL KH.L,+:Kili.LAt 10

CCvmoN /WAV1/ 11

COmmON /SToKi/ =?3.135,n57,C1.02 12

CCUMON /STc,c,/ nt37,EA3.....1,155.CAL.C12 13

COMMON Hd 14

C
15

CH = (Ex0(KHIEAFf-KH1)/2. 16

SH = (FA)-E(-K))/2. 17

TM = Sm/cH 18

ESP = 0.0,:COt 19

PI = 4.L.ATAN(1..7) 25

C
21

F1 CLA4-631*LA44!4(E354055)+LA**51/K,4
5,

DKHF1 = (-LA+(,3A:3-?33)4LA*.34(K,A*(=a5+3A55)-(9354953))*LA..51, 23

1(KHKH) 24

CLAr1 = (1.43.4.L.+5.4.(11,,4155)*LA.*4)/KH 25

F2 = KH*(1.0.LA*L!*C14..:2*L1..4).T.4 26

OKHF2 = ((KH4-A+LA*C1"0.402KHKLA4*4)/(CH*CH))+TH*(1..+1A*LA*(C14 27

1CA1*KH)4.(624,1A2*K.PfLA444) 23

CLAF2 = KH*(1.4-2.*LA*f;144.*LA*LIgLA.C2)*TH
79

33
C

Ti

OELA = OKHF2*(H13/(2..H)-F1)-3KH=t*(4.*FT+PI*T471T,T)-r7) 32

CELA = DELA/(5L4F14.0K4c2-1KHFIK,LaF21 33

CEKH = (4?/(2..H)-F1-)LF1*E1.4)/104Fr--- 34

KH1 = 10440E<A 15

LA1 = LAfOFLA 36

Ir (A3S(KH1-KH).LT.Fs-,..A8q(L41-LA).LT.ESP) V = 1 37

KH = KH1
LA = LA1 i9

pETUPN 4G

ENO 41-



*TIDY
SLP!OUTINE CO.:F5 2 (KH)
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DATE 77/C8/14. PAGE 31

SU0;(011TiN= COFFS2 (O.)
2

C THIS SUHROuTINf CALCLLAIii THE 4yEIAININ COEFFICIENTS USE) TO 3

C OETE.V4INE TwF HYC=OCYN.1/;'. CHAPLa7TE=IsTros 4

C 5

COMMON /STOK1/ o11.1113,t15.L22,424.A330135.A440155,122.924.944,C1. 6

1C4 7

REAL KH a

CH = (EYP(KH)f,7AF(-KH))/2.
SR = (Ex0(wHl-ExP(-KH))/2. 10
CO = CH*CH 11
SQ =SS 12

C 13

C CALCULATION OF CCiFFI7,IENTS j.
15

All = 1./SH 16

P1 -0O3(5.4C0.1.) 17
P2
All = F1/P2 19

P1 = -(15.,C1*(-249.4CC*(2E41.4.C1.(-1992.4CO*(-1443.+CO*1184.)11)) 23
02 = 1536.*H**11 21

Al5 Pl/P2 22

C 23
A22 = 3./(8.*SCSCI 2.
A24 = (-17.4.00*(40,0.4CC4(-312.4.00*(-424.+CO*142.)1))/(769..SO*.5) 25

C
-------

26
A33 = (11.-4.4Cfl)/(64.*SH**7) 27
PI 107.4.0040-3154.+00*(16704.4-C1*(-12939.+CQ*(-6d)3.4-00*(4224.4 29

IC0'1'5120)1))
P2 = 4056.*(6.+CC-1.)*Sr**13
A35 = P1/P2

C
Pi = (-197.+CO*(1319.+COs(-0116.*C)*R3.1))

29
33
31
32
33

P2 = 153F,*(6.*CC-1.1"SC**5 34

A44 = P1/P2 15
Pi = -(-1E245.*CC*(1E3476.+CQ*(-432330.4-00*(3240)3.4.C)*(-724Fi).+CO 36

11'2990.1W) 37

P2 = (6.*C0-1.)*19.*C9+CO-11.*C14.3.14E1443.*S9"11 3i
A55 = Pi/P2 79

40
922 = (CH.(2.*CC41.))/(4.4sH**7) 41
P1 = CH*(21.4.CC*(22?..CC*(-197.'00*(-5C4.4CC*272.)))) 4z
P2 = 384.,-5,-=49
924 = F1/p2 44
P1 = CH'(-21.4C5*(11E.4CCf46.+COg(-49.+CO*(-449.+CO*7E8.) )111 45
P2 = 394.*(6.4-CC-1.)*SH..9 46
844 = P1/F2 47

4i
C3 = -1./(4.*SH.rwl 49
PI = -27.+CO*(141.+CC"(-162.4.01.(36,.0c41?.1)1 53
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T I 0 Y * JATE 77/C8/14. PdG:i 3?

SLP7OUTTNE (10-7c72 ((H)

P2 = 102.*CW.SH.4c
C4 = PI/P2
PETUPN
ENO

51
52
53
5 4 4.



APPENDIX D

The hydrodynamic expressions employed in the computer algorithm

STOKES are:

0

4(x,z,t) =
K

E K. cosh[Kj(z + h)]sin[Kj(x ^id]
j j= 1

order

order
u =

3x
= + C E K. cosh[Kj(z + h)]cos[Kjx]

j = 1 3

w
34)

3z

order
C E K. sinh[Kj(z + h)]sin[Kjx]

j = 1 3

order
au

ax
= _

a_t

= Kc2 E j2K. cosh[Kj(z + h)]sin[Kjx]
j = 1 3

order
a

aw
= ,2 r

J4 2K. cosh[Kj(z h)]COS[KjX]
z

=
at

j = 1

order
2i= -C2 E j K3 cosh[Kj(z + h)]cos[Kjx]
at

j = 1

141

(E -1)

(E-2)

(E-3)

(E-4)

(E-5)

(E-6)

Pdynamic g
r

= -L
(u-

9
+ w2) - 134) B] (Length of head) (E-7)

Ptotal = P dynamic z (E-8)

The velocity head term, defined in the dynamic pressure distribution

must remain consistent in wave theory order. The velocities are repre-

sented by a sum of five functions, which result in the following:

and

U = Ul U2 + U3 + u4 + u5

w =
w1

+w2 +w3 + w4 + w5



Squaring these terms:

u2 = (ul u2 + u3 + u4 4- u5) 2

w2 = (w
1
+ w

2
+ w

3
+ w

4
+ )2w5

Employing terms to the fifth order yields:

and

u2 = u2 + u2
2
+ 2u

1
u
2
+ 2u

1
u
3

+ 2u
1
u
4
+ 2u

2
u
31

2 ,w 2 = w2 + w2 2w1w2 + 2w
1
w
3
+ 2w

1
w
4
+ 2w

2
w
3

142

where all other expressions are of order greater than five and set equal

to zero. These two expressions are called BAFFLE (u2) and WAFFLE (w2)

in the computer routines.

Evaluating the hydrodynamics at the free surface ri is accomplished

by substituting n for z in equations E-2 through E-8.
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APPENDIX E



WAVEHEIGHT
2.77000

WATFROEPTH
11.00000

PERICD
2.07270

LAMBDA
.10000

THE LINEAR WAVE THEORY VALUE FOR KH IS 3.14177

GRAVITY ORDER NUMETA
32.17400 5 5

LAWN KH LAm30A 833 B35 855 Cl C2
11 2.50511 .33227 .?9184E+00 .12635E+01 .35113E+00 .10150E+01 .13275E+0/

All 413 A15 A22 A24 A33 A35
.12144E+00 -.78335E-01 -.98908E-01 .31572E-04 .37828E-02 -.15963E-05 .44957E-CJ4

A44 455 E22 824 844 C3 C4
.24566E-07 -.26349E-09 .51482E+00 .73609E+00 .35387E+00 -.36603E-02 .10036E-32

THE WAVE CELERITY LENGTH/TIME EQUALS 11.89

MICHE BREAKING WAVE CRITERIA EQUALS .1415

KINEMATIC BREAKING WAVE CRITERIA UMAX/CELERITY EQUALS .507

DYNAMIC BREAKING WAVE CRITERIA AZMAX/GRAVITY EQUALS -.613



THE HORIZONTAL VEL OISTRIDUTICN U AND VALUES EVALUATED AT THE WATER SURFACE UETA IN UNITS OF LENGTH/TIME

ETA 1.66 1.61 1.46 1.24 .71 .07 -.42 -.93 -1.11
UETA 6.03 5.8! 5.28 4.51 2.75 .80 -.70 -2.19 -2.66
PHASE 0.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 75.00 100.00 140.00 180.00

DEPTH
1.65 6.03 4

1.33 5.50 5.40 5.10

1.00 5.03 4.93 4.66 4.22

.65 4.59 4.51 4.27 3.87 2.72

.33 4.20 4.13 3.91 3.55 2.51

0.00 . 3.55 3.78 3.58 3.26 2.31 .78 cm**
...1.10 2.88 2.83 2.68 2.45 1.76 .63 .57 2.10

-2.20 2.16 2.13 2.02 1.85 1.34 .49 -.42 -1.60 -2.05

-3.33 1.54 1.61 1.53 1.40 1.02 .39 -.31 -1.22 -.1.57

-.4.40 1.25 1.23 1.17 1.07 .79 .30 -.23 -.94 -1.21

-.5.50 .96 .95 .90 .83 .51 .24 -.18 -.73 -.94

..5.50 .75 .74 .71 .65 .48 .19 -.14 -.57 -.74

.7.70 .61 .60 .57 .53 .39 .15 -.11 -.46 -.60

-8.80 .51 .51 .48 .44 .33 .13 -.09 -.39 -.51

-9.90 .46 .45 .43 .40 .29 .12 .08. -.35 -.46

-11.00 .44 .44 .42 .38 .28 .11 -.08 .'.134 -.44



THE VERTICAL VEL DISTRIBUTION W AND VALUES EVALUATED AT THE WATER SURFACE WETA IN UNITS OF LENGTH/TIME

ETA 1.66 1.61 1.46 1.24 .71 .07 -.42 -.93 ...loll.

WETA 0.00 1.11 2.08 2.82 3.60 3.66 3.15 1.73 .00
PHASE 0.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 75.00 100.00 140.00 130.00

DEPTH
1.66 0.00

1.33 0.00 1.02 2.00

1.00 0.00 .93 1.51 2.62

.66 0.00 .84 1.65 2.39 3.55 41,,4.411,*

.33 . 0.00 .77 1.50 2.17 3.24 ***M4

0.00 0.00 .70 1.37 1.98 2.96 3.59 4,0,41.****

-1.10 0.00 .51 1.00 1.46 2.20 2.69 2.65 1.66

.-2.20 0.00 .38 .74 1.08 1.63 2.01 2.00 1.27 .00

-3.30 0.00 .2! .55 .80 1.21 1.50 1.50 .96 .00

-4.40 0.00 .21 .40 .59 .90 1.12 1.12 .72 .00

...5.50 0.00 .15 .29 .43 .66 .82 .83 .53 .00

...6.61 0.00 .11 .21 .31 .47 .59 .59 .38 .00

-7.70 0.00 .07 .14 .21 .32 .40 .41 .26 .00

.8.80 0.00 .05 .09 .13 .20 .25 .26 .17 .00

-9.90 0.00 .02 .04 .06 .10 .12 .12 .08 .00

-11.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00



TH HORIZONTAL ACCEL OISTRIBLT/ON AX AND VALUES EVALUATEOAT THE WATER SURFACE AXETA IN UNITS OF LENGTH/TIME-TIME

ETA 1.66 1.61 1.46 1.24 .71 .07 -.42 -.93 -1.11
AXETA 0.00 3.91 7.23 9.62 11.77 11.40 9.46 5.01 .00
PHASE 0.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 75.00 100.00 140.00 180.00

DEPTH
1.66 0.00 ..******

1.33 0e00 3.56 6.92

1..00 0.00 3.23 6.22 8.90 ******* *mi.**

.66 0.00 2.88 5.61 8.04 11.62 *******

.33 0.00 2.60 5.06 7.26 10.56 ******* **4****

0.00 0.00 2.34 4.57 6.58 9.60 11.18 44;44***

-1.1J 0.00 1.65 3.30 4.77 7.06 8.39 8.02 4.82

-2.20 0.00 1.24 2.42 3.51 5.24 6.32 6.14 3.76 .00

-3.30 0.00 .92 1.80 2.61 3.92 4.78 4.70 2.93 .00

-4.40 0.00 .69 1.35 1.96 2.96 3.65 3.62 2.28 .00

-5.50 0.00 .52 1.03 1.50 2.27 2.81 2.81 1.79 .00

-6.60 0.00 .41 .80 1.17 1.78 2.21 2.22 1.42 .00

-7.70 0.00 .33 .64 .94 1.43 1.79 1..80 1.16 .00

-3.8C 0.00 .27 .54 .79 1.20 1.51 1.52 .98 .00

-9.90 0.00 .24 .48 .70 1.07 1.35 1.36 .88 .00

-11.00 0.00 .23 .46 .67 1.03 1.29 1.31 .85 .00



TH6 VERTICAL AC1EL DISTRIBUTION AZ AND VALUES EVALUATED AT THE WATER SURFACE AZETA IN UNITS OF LENGTH /TIME -TIME

ETA 1.66 1.61 1.46 1.24 .71 .07 *442 -.93 -1.11
AZETA -19.72 -18.97 -16.94 -14.12 -8.06 -1.86 2.50 6.50 7.69
PHASE 0.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 75.00 100.00 140.00 /80.00

DEPTH
1.66 -19.72 *******

1.33 -17.87 -17.47 -16.30

1.00 -16.22 -15.86 -14.83 -13.20

.65 -14.73 -14.42 -13.50 -12.05 -7.98

.33 -13.39 -13.11 -12.30 - 11.01 *.7.37 **AFL.**

3.00 -*12.18 -11.94 -11.22 -10.07 -6.80 -1.85

-1.10 -3.95 -8.7P -8.28 -7.49 -5.18 -1.58 2.00 6.22

-2.20 -6.60 -6.48 -6.13 -5.57 -3.93 -1.29 1.40 4.70 5.19

-3.30 -4.87 -4.79 -4.54 -4.14 -2.96 -1.03 1.00 3.54 4.47

-4.40 -3.59 -3.53 -3.35 -3.06 -2.21 -.80 .71 2.64 3.36

*5.50 -2.62 -2.58 -2.45 -2.24 -1.63 -.60 .50 1.94 2.49

-6.60 -1.87 -1.84 -1.75 -1.61 -1.17 *004 .35 1.40 1.80

-7.70 -1.28 -1.26 -1.20 -1.10 *681 -.31 .24 .96 1.24

*9.80 -.80 -.79 -.75 -.69 -.51 -.19 .15 .60 .78

-9.90 -.38 -.38 -.36 -.33 *.24 -.09 .07 .29 .38

-11.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -o.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00



TH7. DYNAMIC PRESS DISTRI1UTIC4 POYN AND VALUES EVALUATED AT THE WATER SURFACE POETA IN UNITS OF LENGTH OF HEAD

ETA 1.66 1.61 .1.46 1.24 .71 .07 -.42 -.93
POETA 1.66 1.61 1.45 1.23 .70 .08 -.42 -.93
PHASE 0.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 75.00 100.00 140.00 130.00

OERrH
1.66 1.66 ******* *******

1.33 1.56 1.53 1.42 *******

1.00 1.47 1.43 1.33 1.18

.66 1.37 1.34 1.25 1.11 .70

.33 1.28 1.25 1.17 1.04 .67

0.00 1.19 1.17 1.10 .98 .64 .08

-1.10 .94 .92 .87 .73 .53 .11 -.33 -.89

-2.20 .73 .71 .68 .61 .43 .12 -.22 -.65 -.82

-3.30 .56 .55 .53 .45 .34 .11 -.15 -.49 -.62

-.4.40 .44 .43 .41 .37 .27 .09 -.10 -.37 -.47

-5.50 .34 .34 .32 .29 .21 .os -.07 -.28 -.36

-b.60 .27 .27 .25 .23 .17 .07 -.05 -.22 -.28

-7.70 .22 .22 .21 .19 .14 .06 -.04 -.17 -.23

-8.30 .19 .18 .18 .16 .12 .05 -.03 -.15 -.19

-9.90 .17 .17 .16 .15 .11 .04 -.03 -.13 -.17

-11.00 .16 .16 .15 .14 .10 .04 -.03 -.12 ..16



THE TOTAL PRESS DISTRIBUTION RTOT ADO VALUES EVALUATED AT THE WATER SURFACE PIETA IN UNITS OF LENGTH OF HEAD

ETA 1.66 1.61 1.46 1.24 .71 .07 -.42 -.93 -1.11

PTETA .J0 ..00 -.01 -.02 -.01 .00 .00 -.01 .02

PHASE 0.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 75.00 100.00 140.00 180.00

DEPTH
1.66 .00

1.33 .24 .20 .09

1.00 .47 .44 .34 .18

.66 .71 .68 .59 .45 .03

.33 .95 .92 .84 .71 .33 FAM*

0.03 1.19 1.17 1.10 .98 .64 .08 *****.s. **4,...***

-1.10 2.04 2.02 1.97 1.88 1.63 1.21 .77 .21

*2.20 2.93 2.91 2.88 2.81 2.63 2.32 1.98 1..55 1.31

-3.30 3.86 3.85 3.83 3.78 3.64 3.41 3.15 2.81 2.68

-4.40 4.94 4.83 4.81 4.77 4.67 4.49 4.30 4.03 3.93

-5.50 5.84 5.84 5.82 5.79 5.71 5.58 5.43 5.22 5.14

-6.60 6.87 6.87 E.85 6.83 6.77 6.67 6.55 6.38 6.32

-7.70 7.92 7.92 7.91 7.89 7.84 7.76 7.66 7.53 7.47

-..8.80 8.99 8.98 8.98 8.96 8.92 8.85 8.77 8.65 8.61

-9.90 10.07 10.07 10.06 10.05 10.01 9.94 9.87 9.77 9.73

-11.00 11.16 11.16 11.15 11.14 11.10 11.04 10.97 10.88 10.84
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APPENDIX F

Tabulation of Experimental Data



Case T Stroke
(sec)

Depth acres -
t atrough *Pd -Pd 0Pd *I/Pv -GP v eAp 4.4'PH

-GP
ti eaPH (illi

(-fttl/ reu,d) "1"/ (ft/ (rad)
of

..w _10 aw

Probe
(inches) (inches) (psi) (psi)

(rad)
(psi) (psi) (rad) (psi) (psi)

(rad) sec) sec) `r sec) sec)

(inches)

7C' 2.5 530 24.25 26.61 17.18

23.50 26.64 16.17

20.00 25.60 16.84 0.14 ---

18.50 23.23 17.07 0.20 ---

17.00 24.62 15.75

15.00 26.61 16.84

14.00 25.60 15.75

13.50 27.24 17.39 0.31

11.00 26.26 16.14

10.00 24.93 16.51

8.50 27.57 16.41 0.43 - --

8.00 26.06 15.75

5.00 26.27 15.49

3.50 27.57 17.07

2.00 25.(,0 17.07

0 25.60 18.19 0.63

-12.00 0.58

-22.00 25.93 17.72 0.48 0.59

-24.00 27.24 18.33 0.43 0.54

-47.50 26.26 17.72 0.35 0.38

-46.00 26.26 17.07 C.33 0.44

-72.00 26.26 17.07 0.27 0.28

0.0
0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

-0.12 - --

-0.17 ---

-0.16 ---

0.0

0.0

0.0 0.04 ---

0.0

0.0

C.0

0.0

0.0S 0.07 -1.76

5.21

5.97

5.78

6.08

5.21

5.27 - --

4.60 ---

4.68 ---

4.35

---

.3.33

3.02

2.77 2.34

1.74 1.98

1.05 1.79

3.79 3.S3 1.01

3.34 2.79 1.38

2.68 2.53 1.74

1.81 1.56 1.70



Case T Stroke Depth
(sec) of

Probe
(inches)

acrest
(inches)

-atrough
(inches)

*P
d

(psi)

-Pd
(psi)

8,
d

(rad)

+API,

(psi)

-GPI
°AP

(psi) (rad)
*4'PH
(psi)

-'11)"
(psi)

8APH
(rad)

.0

(ft/
sec)

-u
(ft/
sec)

e, .w

(ft/(rad)
see)

- w

(ft/
sec)

ew

(rad)

73 2.5 360 20.00

18.50 19.04 13.13 0.0 0.0 4.66

17.00

15.00 19.04 13.46 0.03 --- 0.0 4.32

14.00 18.05 13.13

13.S0 19.36 13.46 0.14 0.0 4.04

11.00 18.3S 13.13 -0.14

10.00 19.04 13.46 0.24 0.0 3.88

8.50 20.35 14.44 0.30 0.0 3.75

8.00 19.04 13.46 -0.16

5.00 18.71 14.11 0.09 0.0 -0.17 3.57

3.50 IS.71 13.46 0.43 0.0 3.41

2.00 18.38 13.13 -0.18

0 17.72 14.11 0.52 0.0 3.25 3.14 3.10 0.64

-12.00 13.38 13.13 0.44 --- 0.0

'0.03

2.23 2.69 2.65 1.16

-22.00 18.33 12.50 0.03 0.04 0.05 -2.01

-24.00 20.03 11.16 0.43 0.37 0.0 2.00 1.86 2.30 2.20 1.24

-46.00

-48.00 17.39 14.11 0.28 0.26 0.0 , 1.22 1.45 1.42 1.33 1.53

-72.00 18.05 14.11 0.19 0.23 0.0 0.S6 1.24



Case T Stroke Depth
(sec) of

Probe
(inches)

ac rest

(inehcs)

-a
trough

(inches)

.p
d

(psi)

-P
d

(psi)

e
Pd

(rad)

+APV

(psi)

-AP
1,

0
AP

(psi) (rad)

+APH

(psi)

-APH

(psi)

eLp

.1

+u

(see
sec)

-u

sec)

.1A4

6u
(ft/

(rad)
sec)

(ft/
sec)

(rad)

7A 2.5 160 20.00

17.00

14.00

11.00

10.00

8.50 8.53 7.55 0.0 0.0 1.35

8.00 7.88 6.89

5.00 8.66 6.56 0.11 0.0 1.66

3.50 7,83 7.43 0.15 0.0 1.64

2.00 5.53 6.56 -0.17

0 9.19 6.59 0.28 0.0 1.53 1.59 1.60 0.62

-12.00 8.53 5.91 0.26 0.18 0.0 1.31 1.14 1.29 1.30 0.85

-22.00 8.14 6.70 0.03 0.04 0.02 0.02 -1.87

-24.00 9.32 6.70 0.10 0.09 0.0 1.02 0.83 1.04 1.02 1.05

-46.00

-43.00 9.19 5.91 0.06 0.14 0.0 0.79 0.73 0.76 0.39 1.37

-72.00 8.56 6.24 0.09 0.09 0.0 0.45 0.58



Case
(sec)

Stroke Depth
of

Probe
(inches)

a
crestc. t

(inches)

-a

(inches)

.141

d
(psi)

-P
d

(psi)

0

ra
dd

)

+AP
v

(psi)

-5P 0
v AP

(psi) (rad)

+AP
H

(psi)

-GP

,
(psi)

Ow,
'H

(rad)

+u
(ft/
sec)

-u

(ft/
sec)

0
u

+w
(ft/

(rad)
sec)

-w
(ft/
sec)

0

(rad)

SC' 2.0727 340 20.00

17.00

15.00 18.71 11.82 4.52

14.00 19.36 11.16

13.50 19.20 12.36 0.10 --- 0.0 4.67

11.00 15.71 12.14 -0.14

10.00 19.54 11.45

5.50 15.71 13.13 0.2S --- 0.0 4.36

3.00 15.05 11.82 -0.16 - --

5.00 19.20 13.14 -0.16 --- 3.64

3.50 19.04 12.14 0.39 0.0 3.48

2.00 19.04 13.75

0 19.54 13.47 0.36 - -- 0.0 3.28 3.91 2.S7 0.86

-12.00 19.69 11.16 0.43 0.38 0.0 2.85 2.42 1.61 0.63

-22.00 20.02- 12.80 0.30 0.31 0.0 0.05 0.06 0.06 -0.05 -1.84

-24.00 21.99 9.19 0.34 0.30 0.0 1.85 2.10 1.93 2.12 1.3;

-47.50 19.69 13.13 0.19 0.1S 0.0

-45.00 18.38 12.80 0.19 0.22 0.0 0.91 1.60 1.23 1.26 ---

-72.00 18.05 12.47 0.13 0.12 0.0 0.51 0.95



Case T Stroke Depth
(sec) of

Probe
(inches)

°crest
(inches)

-ltrough
(inches)

+1,
d

(psi)

-P
d

(psi)

PA

(rad)

*GP

(psi)

-GP e
GP

(psi) (rad)

...AP

(psi)

-GP
H

(psi)

0
AP

1

-!.

+u
(ft/

sec)

-u e

(ft/ u
sec)

(rad)

.w

(ft/
sec)

-w

(ft/
sec)

6

W
(rad)

8B 2.0727 220 20.00

17.00

14.00

13.50

11.00 12.14 9.85

10.00 13.73 9.85 0.11 0.0 3.31 - --

8.50 13.46 9.:9 0.13 0.0 3.28 ---

S.00 12.47 9.19

5.00 13.46 7.22 0.21 0.0 -0.16 --- 2.91

3.50 13.46 8.53 0.27 0.0 2.91

2.00 13.13 9.85 -0.16 ---

0 12.47 10.17 0.39 0.0 2.59 - -- 2.80 2.27 0.91

-12.00 11.95 10.24 0.30 0.30 0.0 2.00 1.79 2.31 2.12 1.32

-22.00 12.80 9.19 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.03 -1.68

-24.00 13.00 9.45 0.23 0.23 0.0 1.46 1.48 2.04 1.53 1.53

-48.00 11.82 10.50 0.13 0.13 0.0 0.52 0.36 0.88 0.82 1.73

-72.00 11.95 10.24 0.10 0.07 0.0 0.39 0.68



Case T Stroke Depth .13 -P
d

0
Pd

+AP e
AP

+GP
H

-LP 0 -u 0u -w 6acrest -atrough
(sec) of H

APH (ft/ (sec (ft/(inches) (inches) (psi) (psi) (psi) (psi) (rad) (psi) (psi)
a sec) sec)

(rad) (rad)Probe (rad) sec) sec)
(inches)

SA 2.0727 110 20.00

17.00

14.00

11.00

8.50

8.00 6.17 6.04

5.00 6.43 5.25 0.09 --- 0.0

3.50 6.43 6.04 0.12 --- 0.0

2.00 6.96 5.25

0 7.02 5.38 0.23 --- 0.0

-12.00 5.75 5.78 0.18 0.14 0.0

-22.00 6.43 5.51

-24.00 5.78 5.78 0.12 0.12 0.0

-45.00 5.91 5.78 0.08 0.07 0.0

-72.00 6.43 5.25 0.05 0.05 0.0

0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 -1.86

1.57

1.41

1.02 1.02

0.91 0.S2

0.41 0.43

0.24 0.26

1.43 1.31 0.88

1.10 1.14 1.14

0.82 0.78 1.15

0.47 0.36 1.71



Case T Stroke Depth
(sec) of

Probe
(inches)

a
crest

(inches)

-a

(inches)

+P+1,
d

(psi)

-p
d

(psi)

0p

d
(rad)

(psi)
-GP

e
LP

(psi) (rad)

cp2

(psi)

-DPH

(psi)
(rad)

(*4/

sec)

-u 0

sec)
gd)

.14

(ft/
-w
(ft/

e
w

9C' 1.4656 145 20.00

17.00

14.00

11.00

8.00 8.53 5.25

5.00 9.77 6.40 2.94

3.50 8.93 6.56 0.17 --- 0.0 2.S2

2.00 7.55 6.56 -0.14 ---

0 9.52 6.24 0.24 --- 0.0 2.43 2.14 2.19 0.90

-12.00 8.93 6.30 0.16 0.14 0.0 1.15 1.07 1.09 1.31 1.43

-22.00 9.52 6.73 0.12 0.12 0.0 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 -1.44

-24.00 9.06 5.91 0.09 0.09 0.0 0.70 0.87 0.75 0.64 1.57

-47.50 9.19 6.56 0.05 0.04 0.0

-48.00 8.13 6.83 0.04 0.03 0.0 0.17 0.36

-72.00 S.53 6.30 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.13



Case T
(sec)

Stroke Depth
of

Probe
(inches)

a

(inches)

-a

(inches)

+Pd
(psi)

-Pd
(psi)

8
Pd

(rad)

*GP

(psi)

-AP
v

(psi)

8 +A
AP

PH

(rad) (psi)

-GP
H

(psi)

e

(rad)

(ft/
sec)

-u

(ft/ u
sec) (rad)

(ft/
sec)

-w
(ft/
sec)

e
w

(rad)

91 1.4656 95 20.00

17.00

14.00

11.00

8.50

8.00 5.25 4.46

5.00 6.04 4.73 0.04 --- 0.0 2.19

3.50 6.30 4.20 0.10 --- 0.0 .61

2.00 6.04 3.68

0 6.30 4.73 0.18 --- 0.0 1.85 - -- 1.65 1.22 0.70

-12.00 4.99 4.20 0.13 0.07 0.0 0.93 0.96 0.72 0.73 1.43

-22.00 5.51 4.46 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 -1.49

-24.60 4.S6 4.86 0.05 0.06 0.0 0.56 0.54 0.56 0.57 1.43

-43.00 6.04 5.25 0.02 .0.02 0.0 0.14 0.27 0.0 0.0

-72.00 5.51 4.86 0.0 0.0 0.13 0.0



Case T Stroke
(sec)

Depth a
crest

-a
t ugh

of
Prcbc (inches) (inches)

(inches)

+u -u eu
.w e

"Pd eP
d

+AP -API, 0AP +APH -AP eH APH (ft/ (ft/
(psi) _psi_ (rad) (psi) (psi) (rad) (sec) (sec)

(psi) (Psi) (rad) ( ) (Psi) (rad) (fste/e) "stele) (rad)

91 1.4656 50 20.00

17.00

14.00

11.00

8.00 2.49 3.15

5.00 3.02 2.63

3.50 3.28 2.36 0.0 1.21

2.00 3.02 2.63

0 3.15 2.36 0.10 --- 0.0
1.03 1.00 0.76 0.70

-12.00 3.15 2.89 0.06 0.04 0.0 0.49 0.56 0.53 0.64 1.4:

-22.00 3.41 2.63 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 -1.47

-24.00 3.02 2.36 0.03 0.03 0.0 0.32 0.29 0.33 0.35 1.05

-43.00 3.41 3.15 0.01 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

-72.00 3.02 2.76 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0



Index

Boundary Conditions 9-12, 28-30
bottom 9

dynamic free surface 10, 12, 28-30
kinematic free surface 9, 11-12

radiation 10

Breaking Waves 33, 35, 60, 62, 102

Continuity 6

Direct Substitution Method 20, 23-26
Dynamic Breaking Wave Criteria 60, 62, 83, 85-87

Experimental Measurements 52-98

dynamic pressure 62, 65, 67, 69, 72, 76, 79

crest 62, 65, 67, 69, 72, 76, 100
trough 79, 83, 101

horizontal acceleration (horizontal pressure
101, 102

horizontal velocity 62, 65, 67, 69, 72, 76,

101
crest 62, 65, 67, 69, 72, 76, 99, 100

161

, 83, 100, 101

gradient) 60, 76-79,

79, 83, 88-92, 100,

gradient. 88-92, 101
trough 79, 83, 101

individual case studies 52-102

7.5A 52, 53, 65, 66, 67
7.5B 52, 53, 63-65, 80, 86, 88, 89
7.5C' 52, 53, 60-63, 80, 86, 88, 89
8A 52, 53, 69, 71-72
8B 52, 53, 69, 70, 81, 86, 88, 90
8C' 52, 53, 67-69, 81, 86, 88, 90

9A 52, 53, 72, 75-76
9B 52, 53, 72, 74, 76, 84, 88, 91, 92

9C' 52, 53, 72-73, 76, 84, 86, 88, 91, 92
vertical acceleration (vertical pressure gradient) 62, 63, 65,

67, 69, 72, 85-87, 99, 100
vertical velocity 62, 63, 65, 67, 69, 72
wave crest 53-54, 56, 58-59, 99
wave trough 53, 55, 57, 59, 99

Horizontal Velocity Gradient 87, 92-97, 101
adjusting velocities 94-97

wave reflection 92-94

Incompressible 6, 9
Irrotational 6, 8-9
Laboratory Equipment 41-48

dynamic pressure probe 48-49, 50

pressure gradient probe 49-51

recorder 47, 49
velocity probe (propeller current meter)

water surface profiler 41

Laplace Equation 9

Newton-Raphson Technique 17-20, 23, 26

Peterbation Method (Taylor Series Expansion)

, 76, 100

41, 43-45, 47

21-26, 98


